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ABSTRACT
Synthesis of Single Wall Carbon Nanotube Arrays and Their Application in Single Molecular
electronics
Yuyao Shan

Molecular electronics utilize molecular as building blocks to fabricate electronic components.
Due to the advantage of its size, molecular electronics has been an attractive candidate for future
electronics for a long time. However, there are major challenges to be solved before single
molecular electronic device could be used widely. One of these challenges is the lack of high
yield, low cost fabrication technique. Carbon nanotubes are new materials with great electronic
conductivity and small diameter, etc. They are great candidate for the electrode of single
molecular electronic devices.
A great effort of this thesis has been devoted into the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis
of carbon nanotube, especially the surface aligned carbon nanotube array on miscut quartz
surface. A state of art recipe to synthesize carbon nanotube array on quartz with promising
cleanliness, density, alignment and nanotube length has been developed. Two novel fabrication
processes were proposed and tested to fabricate electrode for single molecule electronic devices
with carbon nanotube array. In addition, a fabrication process to create large amount of identical
length of carbon nanotubes was introduced and studied.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
TO
SINGLE MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS
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1.1 Introd
duction
Moleculaar electronics utilizes mo
olecules as building
b
bloccks to fabricaate electroniic componennts.
Due to th
he advantagee of its size, molecular
m
ellectronics haas been an atttractive canndidate for fuuture
electronics for a long
g time. Many
y devices hav
ve been succcessfully maade and studiied by researrch
r
of areaas, including
g, but not lim
mited to singlle molecule transistors [1, 2,
groups frrom a wide range
3], moleccular switchees [4, 5, 6, 7], and moleccular rectifieer [8]. The m
main challengge of using
moleculaar electronicss is the difficculty in fabricating the ddevices. Seveeral new appproaches to
fabricate molecular electronics
e
were
w proposeed and testedd in this workk. Fig. 1.1 shhows a
w
a singlle molecule is connectedd between tw
wo
schematic single mollecule junction device, where
electrodees.

Fig. 1.1 Single molecular
m
junnction device
Even tho
ough the reseearch results are still limiited due to thhe fabricatioon difficulty of a molecuular
electronic device, diffferent aspeccts have been
n widely studdied and greeat achievem
ments have beeen
published
d. Several th
heoretical mo
odels have been
b
proposeed to understtand the elecctron transpoort
through organic
o
moleecules [9, 10
0, 11]. Howeever a precise quantify siimulation is not yet
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achieved. In fact to better understand the electron transport in molecular electronic device, large
amount of experimental measurement data is required. As a result, many experimental
instruments have been adjusted and several fabrication processes have been developed to build
the molecular junctions [13-50]. Despite of the various fabrication methods, the schematic
structures of these devices are similar, that molecules are connected by a pair of electrodes.
A theoretical explanation of electrons transfer across these molecular junctions has not been
completely revealed. Often, the junction is separated into several energy barriers. Application of
a voltage across the junction causes the electrons to cross these barriers (or tunnel through). A
variety of electron transfer theories have been developed to explain the mechanism of these
crossing, including: 1. Coherent Tunneling, 2. Incoherent Tunneling, 3. Hopping Mechanisms, 4.
Poole-Frankel Effect, 5. Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling, 6. Schottky Emission. [12]

1.2 Technical challenges
However to experimentally measure the electrons transfer in these junctions is very challenging.
The size of the molecule is usually within 10 nm. The fabrication process for a molecular
junction is quite challenging. In fact, most of the time, the yield of any fabrication is not high
enough to make enough number of devices. Due to the intrinsic limitations of most fabrication
process, there are observable or unobservable defects in these fabricated junction devices. In
order to exempt the defect data, a large amount of devices and measurements are necessary to
achieve a careful statistical analysis. In addition, good contact is very important to large scale
systems. In current molecular electronic system, the molecular to electrode contact does not meet
this requirement yet.

4

1.3 Current progress in field
Currently, most of these junction devices are fabricated with gold electrodes. First two adjacent
gold contacts are fabricated with a gap of about the size of a molecule. Then the molecules are
placed in between. These technologies can be divided into two categories: 1. Scanning probe
microscopy measurement, where large amount of data could be measured at relatively short time.
2. Single molecular breaking junctions, where a device with a single molecule bridging the
junction could be fabricated.

1.3.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM).
Scanning probe microscopy can be in the form of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
conducting probe atomic force microscopy (CPAFM). In STM a tunneling current is measured,
while in CPAFM the tip is pressed onto the molecule with a controllable pressure, and electrons
transfer through a bond formed between the tip and the molecule. The advantage of SPM is that
it is very easy to make contact and gather large amount of data for statistical study. But, it is very
hard to add a gate to this kind of system and to integrate into other systems.

1.3.1.1 Scanning tunneling microscopy
Two kinds of STM setups were used to measure single molecule devices [13-29]. In the first
setup, a STM tip scanned over the surface and located an isolated molecule. In fact, in order for a
molecule able to be measured by a STM, usually a self-assembled monolayer is used to dilute
and isolate the target molecule. After the form of the SAM on the substrate, the target molecules
can be inserted as a defect of the monolayer (shown in Fig. 1.2). The molecules form bonds
connecting with the gold evaporated on the substrate. A tunneling current can then be measured
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and a quaalitative anallysis could be
b done baseed on the datta. However due to the liimitation of
STM, not much of qu
uantitative an
nalysis of th
he molecularr conductancce could be aachieved.

Fig. 1.2 A schematic picture
p
of thhe STM setupp [13]

t STM waas modified to
t have only vertical mobility. In this setup a
In the seccond setup, the
junction could be forrmed by mov
ving the STM
M tip up andd down to creeate a nanom
meter size gaap
between the tip and the
t substrate. Then the molecules
m
in the solutionn around the tip will be
attached to the substrrate and the tip
t to form a molecular bbridge. At laast, a conducctance
measurem
ment could be
b achieved. For examplle, Venkataraaman from C
Columbia Unniversity creeated
junctionss (fig. 1.3) ussing amine as
a the linker group betweeen the goldd and the mollecules.
Consequently, the resultant cond
ductance meaasurement daata was belieeved to be m
more reliablee and
V
an et al. cond
ducted severral in depth rresearch baseed on this seetup,
reproducible. Then Venkatarama
including
g the conducctance of Cob
balt cluster, the relationsship betweenn the molecuular conductance
and the molecular
m
co
onformation, the molecullar geometryy, and the moolecular endd groups. Eveen
though th
he vertical mobility
m
STM
M is a very powerful tooll to conduct molecular juunction research,
it has sev
veral limitatiions. First it is very hard
d to integratee the third terrminal – gatee into the
system. Second
S
the single molecu
ular junction
ns created byy the verticaal mobility ST
TM cannot bbe
easily inttegrated into
o application
n systems.
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T STM in Venkataram
man group at Columbia U
University [222-25]
Fig. 1.3 The

1.3.1.2 Conducting
C
probe
p
atomicc force micro
oscopy
In a cond
ducting probe atomic forrce microsco
opy setup [311-45] (Fig. 11.4), the AFM
M tip is usuaally
coated with
w a gold fillm. Then, th
he AFM tip is pressed aggainst the moolecules on top of the
substrate. A conductiing circuit co
ould be estab
blished withh a molecularr junction inn between. A
At the
same tim
me the voltage between th
he tip and the substrate w
will drive thee electrons trransfer throuugh
the moleccular junctio
ons.

s
piccture of the CP-AFM seetup [38]
Fig. 1.4 A schematic

There aree two kinds of
o measurem
ments could be
b achieved with this settup (Fig. 1.55), either by
touching the moleculle with a con
nducting pro
obe AFM tip,, or by chem
mically bondiing the end oof
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the moleccule to the gold
g
coated tip. The latter could be acchieved by bbonding onee end of the
moleculee with a nano
oparticle and
d then probe the nanoparrticle with thhe AFM tip. The measurred
current th
hrough the bonded
b
contaact is much larger
l
than thhe non-bondded moleculees. In additioon,
the condu
uctance charracteristics are
a different between twoo kinds of m
measurement,, since in thee
bonded contact
c
the in
ntrinsic moleecular properties play th e key role; w
while in non--bonded conntact
the resisttance at the contact
c
domiinates the electrons transsfer resistancce. In a bondded molecullar
junction, a well contrrolled pressu
ure on AFM tip will prodduce a reliabble and repeaatable
ment; while in the non-b
bonded contaact, it is veryy harder to get consistentt data. Howeever,
measurem
same as the
t STM mo
olecular juncctions, it is hard to add a gate into thee junction deevices and too
integrate the junction
n into other application
a
system
s
eitherr.

Fig. 1.5 CPAFM
M measuremeent with bonnd and withoout bond [38]]

ngle molecular device by
y break Juncttions.
1.3.2 Sin
Several fabrication
f
processes hav
ve been inveented to creatted moleculaar junctions by breakingg a
metallic wire
w to form
m a nanometeer size gap. Molecular
M
juunctions creaated by this w
way can helpp
researcheers to overco
ome the limittations from
m the SPM m
method. In othher word, booth gate and
integratio
on with other system cou
uld be possib
ble. Among these fabricaation techniqques, three
processess are discusssed here, including mech
hanically conntrollable brreaking juncttions, electroo-
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migrated
d gap creation
n, and a selff-assembled gap
g creationn technique. The disadvaantages of thhese
techniquees include th
hat, 1) their successful
s
raate is low; 2)) the junctioon gap size iss not controlllable;
etc.

M
y controllable breaking junctions
j
[466-53]. In thiis technique, a gold thin wire
1. Mechanically
was first deposited on
nto a bendab
ble substratee. Then a gapp is created iin the gold w
wire by bendding
of the sub
bstrate. Thiss method cou
uld produce atomically ssharp tip beccause in prevvious study
conductaance quantizaation has beeen reported. In this technnique, the crritical factor is the reduction
factor between the Piiezo elongation and the electrode
e
sepparation. A llarger reducttion factor nneeds
to be seleected. As a result,
r
a stablle contact orr molecular jjunction couuld be achievved. Fig. 1.66
shows a schematic
s
seetup for creaating MCB ju
unctions.

Fig. 1.6
6 A schematiic picture off the setup too create MCB
B junctions [[46]

2. Electro-migr
E
rated gap [54
4-57]. In an electro-migrrated gap creeation process, an electriical
heating current
c
is useed to break th
he wire and create the gap. A DC vooltage sourcee is ramped tto
drive an increasing current through the gold wire.
w
The m
momentum off the charge carriers is
transferreed to the golld atoms in th
he wire. A higher
h
currennt density wiill result at a higher
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momentu
um and a hig
gher force traansferred to the atoms. T
The breakingg will occur when a certaain
threshold
d value is reaached. Fig. 1.7
1 shows an
n SEM imagge of the gapp created by electro-migrration.
It can be seen that thee gap is high
hly irregular.

Fig. 1.7 A SEM
S
image of an Electroo-migrated ggap [55]

S
le gap [58, 59].
5 In this teechnique a w
window in thhe resist is firrst created. T
Then
3. Self-assembl
one layerr of Pt and a layer of Alu
uminum are evaporated aand followedd by a lift-offf process. Inn
Air, the Aluminum
A
laayer will be oxidized and
d laterally exxpanded a coouple of nannometer. Theen
the secon
nd layer of Pt
P was evaporated. A nan
nometer size gap was creeated betweeen two Pt layyers
after an aluminum
a
lifft-off process.
The gold
d electrodes with
w a nanom
meter size gaap created byy these fabriication technniques were
easier to be integrated into an app
plication dessign. Howevver, there aree several lim
mitations to thhese
techniquees. The gap size is very hard
h
to contrrol. The goldd electrode ttip usually hhas a large
number of
o bonding sites. As a result, there iss usually a m
mismatch betw
tween dimennsions of singgle
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moleculee and the elecctrodes. Fig.. 1.8 shows a schematic process to ccreate nanom
meter size gapp by
self-assem
mbly techniq
que and the SEM image of the gap.

Fig.
F 1.8 Selff-assembled gap [58]

1.3.3 Irreeversibly Bonded Molecular Junction
ns
Due to th
he limitations of the gold
d contact, ressearchers haave been lookking for a beetter candidaate
for the ellectrodes of single moleccule junction
ns. One of thhe most prom
mising optionns is carbon
nanotubee. Carbon nanotube is a perfect
p
1-D conductor.
c
W
When a gap iis created in the carbon
nanotubee, several weell-defined reeaction sites could covallently bondeed with the m
molecule. Ass a
result, a single
s
moleccule junction
n device coulld be fabricaated. In addittion, the pi-bbonding netw
work
could pottentially provide better conduction.
c
Guo et all. [60-62] haas successfullly fabricated
d single molecule junctioons with carrbon nanotubbe as
the electrrodes. It wass achieved by
y: 1. Grow long aligned carbon nanootube, 2. Spuun a thin layyer of
PMMA on
o top of thee carbon nanotube, 3. Creeate a nanom
meter size gaap in the PM
MMA by a high
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resolution
n E beam wrriter, 4. Etch
h the exposed
d carbon nannotube sectioon. Fig. 1.9 shows the SE
EM
and AFM
M images of the
t gap creaated this way
y.

Fig. 1.9 Gap
G in carbo
on nanotube fabricated bby direct E-bbeam writingg [60]

With thiss fabrication process, Gu
uo has achiev
ved several sstudies, incluuding studyiing the
moleculaar/DNA cond
ductance witth different kind
k
of DNA
A configuratiion (Fig. 1.110). Guo alsoo
fabricated a photosw
witch with a designed
d
sing
gle moleculee.

Fig. 1.1
10 A schemaatic picture of
o the setup measuring
m
thhe conductivvity of a singgle DNA dupplex
bridging a carb
bon nanotubbe gap [61]

witch which is sensitive to
t the changging of the PH
H value in thhe solution w
was
A single molecule sw
successfu
ully fabricateed (Fig. 1.11
1). A designeed single moolecule couldd be protonaated and
deproton
nated by a ch
hanging of th
he PH value in the solutioon (Fig. 1.122).
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Fig. 1.1
11 UV sensitive device ffabrication [[62]

Fig. 1.12 PH
P value sen
nsitive devicce fabricatioon [60]

Even tho
ough it has beeen a great success
s
using
g carbon nannotube as thee electrodes for single
moleculee junctions, there
t
are sev
veral limitatio
ons to the faabrication prrocess develooped by Guoo.
Since thee E beam lith
hography pro
ocess has a very
v
low yie ld. As a resuult, it requirees very largee
amount of
o time to fab
bricate devicces. In additiion, it is veryy hard to conntrol the gapp size createdd in
the carbo
on nanotube by this techn
nique.

1.4 Summ
mary
In this ch
hapter, severral instrumen
nts and fabriccation proceesses to studyy single mollecule junctions
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were introduced. For SPM instruments, it is hard to add a gate to the junctions, and hard to be
integrated into other applications. For the gold break junctions the limitations of gold electrodes
and the fabrication processes limited the application and development of the single molecular
junctions. A better solution was proposed by using carbon nanotube as the single molecule
junctions. However, the current fabrication process has a very low yield, and can’t fabricate a
gap with well-controlled size. In this work, several new fabrication processes that can create gap
with much controllable size and with magnitude higher yield based on carbon nanotubes are
introduced.

1.5 Structure of the thesis
The research effort of this thesis was focused on the synthesis of carbon nanotubes especially the
single wall carbon nanotube array and the application of these array in molecular electronics.
In chapter 2, the theoretical analysis of carbon nanotube was introduced. In addition, the reasons
why carbon nanotubes were selected as electrodes for molecular electronic devices in our
research were explained in detail.
In chapter 3, the synthesis of flow aligned carbon nanotube and surface aligned carbon nanotube
arrays are discussed in depth. A state of art carbon nanotube array synthesis platform was built.
And stable and promising synthesis results were achieved.
In chapter 4, a new fabrication process employing a self-assembly gap creation in carbon
nanotube is introduced and the promising results were displayed.
In chapter 5, another gap creation technique based on the improvement of the technique
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introduced in chapter 4, is introduced and studied.
In chapter 6, a fabrication process to create large amount of identical length of carbon nanotubes
was introduced and studied.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
OF
CARBON NANOTUBE
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2.1 The Carbon material
Since its evidence of existence of multi wall version in 1991 by Iijima [1] and single wall version
in 1993 [2], carbon nanotubes have been intensively studied by researchers [3, 4, 5, 6] for more
than two decades. In fact, carbon is one of the most abundant materials in this world. It is the
base element of all organic materials. There are several allotropes of carbon including graphite,
diamond, and amorphous carbon.

2.2 Carbon-carbon bond
Generally, carbon, as a member of group 14 on the periodic table, has six electrons which
occupy 1S2, 2S2 and 2p2 atomic orbital in each atom. It can hybridize in sp, sp2 (graphite) or sp3
(diamond) forms. The ground state configuration of carbon is:

In a hybridization, the first step is the excitation of one of the 2s electron into a 2p orbital.

For sp hybridization: the remaining 2S orbital mixes with one of the three 2p orbitals.
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For sp2 hybridization: the remaining 2S orbital mixes with two of the three 2p orbitals.

For sp3 hybridization: the remaining 2S orbital mixes with all three 2p orbitals.

2.3 Graphene
In a graphene sheet, three electrons are dedicated to form sigma bonds due to the sp2
hybridization with the last one forming a pi bond with adjacent carbon atoms. Sigma bonds are
the strongest type of covalent chemical bond. The mechanical properties of graphene and carbon
nanotubes are decided by sigma bond while the electronic properties by the pi bond.
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Fig. 2.1 A schematic graphene lattice, including: real space (basis atom A and B. real space unit
vectors a1 and a2) and reciprocal space (reciprocal unit vectors b1 and b2, high symmetry points
Г, K, M)

Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic graphene lattice. To further study the properties of the sp2
hybridization, unit vectors for the graphene in both real space and reciprocal space was
constructed. In Fig. a1 and a2 are the unit vectors for real space. Fig. shows the unit cell and the
Brillouin zone of graphene; and b1 and b2 are the unit vectors in reciprocal space. The unit
vectors in real space are defined as:

Where “a” is is the lattice constant defined as √3aC-C where aC-C is the carbon-carbon bond length
with a value of 0.144 nm. By using tight binding theory, the approximate energy dispersion
relation for pi-orbitals can be calculated by the following equation [8]:

Fig. 2.2 shows the energy dispersion for graphene plotted in the Brillouin zone using equation
1.2. Both the anti-bonding orbital (upper) and the bonding orbital (lower) are shown in the
picture. The bonding and anti-bonding bands are degenerate at the K points in the Brillouin zone,
through which Fermi energy passes. The two carbon atoms in the unit cell are equivalent.
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Because of the symm
metry requireements, grap
phene’s bandd gap is zero at the K poiint, making iit a
zero band
d gap semico
onductor.

Fig. 2.2
2. The 3-D graphene
g
eneergy dispersiion. kx, ky annd E are axes. The Ferm
mi energy passses
through
t
K po
oints where E=0. [7]

CNT
2.4 SWC
Single walled carbon
n nanotubes are
a equivalent to a singlee perfect graaphene sheett rolled into a
tube, cap
pped at both ends with th
he structural equivalent oof half a buckyball. Depeends on the
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synthesiss the length of
o a single wall
w carbon nanotube
n
couuld range froom a couple of nanometeers to
several centimeters, while
w
the diaameters are usually
u
belo w 2 nm.

3 A schematiic diagram showing the geometric reelationship bbetween a shheet of graphhene
Fig. 2.3
and carrbon nanotub
bes. The threee carbon naanotubes on tthe right aree an armchairr CNT a zigzzap
CNT, a chiral CN
NT

All carbo
on nanotubess can be form
med by conn
necting the oorigin point ((0, 0) to any other point (n,
m) on thee graphene sheet.
s
Althou
ugh the form
m of differentt carbon nannotubes are aalways cylindders,
dependin
ng at the poin
nt (n, m), loccal forms of carbon nanootubes are quuite differennt. The nanottube
can eitheer be achiral (armchairs, or zigzags), or chiral shoown in Fig. 2.3. The chiiral vector Ch
(Fig. 3) and
a translatio
onal T can be
b defined acccordingly [88]:

The transslational vecctor T is perp
pendicular to
o the chiral vvector [8]:
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A recipro
ocal lattice iss built to anaalyze the eleectronica bannd structure oof carbon naanotube. Thee
nanotubee reciprocal lattice
l
vectorrs, K1 (circu
umferential ddirection) annd K2 (alongg the nanotubbe
axis), aree obtained by
y the relation
n [8]:
Ri ⋅ K j = 2πδij
where Rii is the lattice vector in real
r space forr nanotube ((Ch and T). T
The electroniic structure oof
carbon naanotubes can
n be obtained from the dispersion
d
off graphene thhrough applyying periodicc
boundary
y conditions along chirall vector Ch. Since the di ameter of thhe carbon nannotube is ordders
of magniitude smallerr than the len
ngth of the carbon
c
nanottube, the quaantization is considered oonly
in the perrpendicular direction
d
oth
her than alon
ng the CNT aaxis. Due to this assumpption, the
following
g energy disp
persion relattions can be described ass [8],

In this eq
quation, N iss the numberr of hexagon
ns in a singlee unit cell of the SWNT. Because thaat,
each unitt cell contain
ns 2N carbon
n atoms, con
nsequently, thhe band struucture of the nanotube
possessess N bonding
g and N antib
bonding atom
mic orbitals. Using this aapproach thee dispersion and
density of
o states of (5
5,5) nanotub
be and (5,4) nanotube
n
is pplotted in Fiig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4:
2 Band stru
ucture and Density
D
of Sttates for a (55,5) armchairr nanotube, (a, b) and a ((5,4)
sem
miconductin
ng nanotube (c, d). [18]

d be noted heere that when
n the cutting plane passees through thhe high symm
metry K poinnt
It should
exactly, the
t carbon nanotube
n
is a metallic tub
be [6] and w
will have a finnite density oof states at tthe
Fermi en
nergy (E=0). The energy dispersion of
o metallic nnanotubes neear the K poiint is linear. As a
result, the metallic naanotubes beccomes insensitive to anyy long range disorders suuch as localizzed
n the tubee. Consequen
ntly, the meaan free pathss for metallicc tubes are oorder of
charges near
magnitud
de higher thaan for semico
onducting naanotubes [9]]. On the othher hand, if thhe cutting pllane
misses th
he K point, th
he carbon naanotubes beccome semicoonductor tubbes and have a finite bannd
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gap betw
ween the valeence and con
nduction ban
nd.
The band
d gap for a seemiconductiing nanotubee depends onnly on its diaameter, and tthe band gapp can
be calcullated by [8]:

where aC−C
is the carrbon-carbon atomic distaance in the ggraphene latttice, |t| denottes the overlaap
C
between dt the wave functions ussed in the tig
ght binding.
The chiraal indices (n, m) can be a handy tooll to identify w
whether a tuube is semicoonducting orr
metallic. In fact, the carbon nano
otube is a meetallic tube iff n-m is a muultiple of 3; otherwise itt is a
ducting tube.
semicond

2.5 Application of SW
WCNT
Recently
y, very fruitfu
ul research results
r
have been
b
achieveed on carbonn nanotube. Both
experimeental data an
nd theoreticall prediction has shown thhe exceptionnal propertiees [9, 10, 11 ,12,
13, 14, 16] of carbon
n nanotube. The
T density normalized
n
Y
Young’s moodulus and teensile strenggth of
mes that of a steel wire [14]. In addiition the carbbon nanotubbes
carbon naanotubs are 19 and 56 tim
are chem
mically inert due
d to the strrong covalen
nt pi bond beetween carbon atoms. R
Researchers ffrom
material science havee developed a variety off compositionn materials ((Fig. 2.5) forr tennis rackkets
e
or paint etc.
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Fig. 2.5 SEM images of the cryo
ogenically crracked epoxyy CNT compposites show
wing the briddging
of the craack by CNTss [15]

h
been working
w
hard to put carboon nanotubess devices (Fiig. 2.6) into
Electricaal engineers have
integrate circuit to uttilize the won
nderful prop
perties of theem. The elecctronic transpport propertyy of a
carbon naanotube depends on its chirality.
c
In fact, in a sinngle metallicc carbon nannotube the
electronss could ballisstically transsport through
h, resulting a theoretical current dennsity up to ~ 109
A/cm2 [1
16] (which iss 3 orders off magnitude more than ccopper). A vaariety of inteerdisciplinarry
applicatio
ons based on
n carbon nan
notubes havee also been ddeveloped suuch as chemiical and gas
sensors.
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Fig. 2.6 SEM and AFM picture of a carbon nanotube FET [17]

2.6 Summary
The pi-bonding network in carbon nanotube provides great conductivity for the 1-D conductor.
The diameter of a single wall carbon nanotube is usually between 1 nm and 2 nm. As a result,
when a gap is created in the carbon nanotube, only several well-defined reaction sites could be
attached to target molecules. In addition the covalently bond with the molecule provide a firm
connection and better electrode to molecule conductivity. As a result, a carbon nanotube
becomes one of the best candidates for the electrodes of single molecule junction device. In
addition, the pi-bonding network could potentially provide better conduction.
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3.1 Introduction to nanotube synthesis
Carbon nanotube has been available as a laboratory and industrial product for more than a
decade. Multi wall carbon nanotube was firstly found in 1991 [1], while single wall carbon
nanotube in 1993 [2]. Due to its excellent physical and chemical properties, great effort has been
devolved into the research to synthesis CNTs faster, cleaner and cheaper [3-15]. Besides bulk
product for new material composition, various forms of carbon nanotube have also been found,
including carbon nanotube dense arrays [16, 17], film [18], forest [19], serpentine structure [20]
and so on. During the synthesize process, the over-saturation of the catalyst nanoparticles with
carbon atoms results in the production of different type of molecular carbon species, like
graphitic carbon, carbon filaments, multiwall carbon nanotubes, single wall carbon nanotubes
and most recently, graphene. However reliable industrial manufacture process to produce high
purity carbon nanotubes is still being developing. Fig. 3.1 shows the industrial produced carbon
nanotube.

Fig. 3.1 Industrial produced carbon nanotube
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Fig. 3.5 Unguided carbon nanotube film growth [18]

In all current carbon nanotube synthesizing method, both semiconducting and metallic carbon
nanotubes are synthesized simultaneously. Ideally the growth could be categorized into selective
growth where only semiconducting or metallic carbon nanotubes grow and unselective growth
where both kinds of carbon nanotubes will be synthesized. Even though great research effort has
been devoted into developing a selective growth, and several selective growth results have been
reported [52, 53, 54], still a reliable and highly repeatable selective growth method with high
semiconducting or metallic carbon nanotube purity is not found yet.
3.2 Chemical vapor deposition
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CVD is a chemical process to deposit desired material onto a substrate from the decomposition
or reaction of precursor. After the first successful CVD growth of carbon nanotube, most of the
research institutes have the CVD system built because of the low cost, high robust properties of
the system, and the less defect density and amorphous carbon content of the synthesized carbon
nanotube. The high carbon nanotube growth temperature requires that the CVD process to be
achieved in a quartz tube inside furnace, which helps reaching the decomposition temperature of
the carbon precursor. Since the carbon nanotube could be etched away by oxygen in air. So a
close gas circuit with reliable sealing is very important. Then a gas flow will carry the carbon
precursor into the circuit and reach the substrate, which usually heated to a temperature above
800 degree C. The carbon nanotube CVD is a very robust and fast process, at the target
temperature, with enough feedstock; a single tube could reach to millimeter or centimeter [22]
within one hour. After the CVD process the circuit is usually keeping flushed with inert gas
while the temperature decreasing. A temperature below 200 degree C is good to get the carbon
nanotube out of the reaction chamber. In fact, at a higher temperature, the oxygen from the air
could add defects into the carbon nanotube.

3.2.1 Growth mechanism
Due to the limitation of current experimental tools, the exact dynamics and mechanism of carbon
nanotube growth is still not understand completely. However, researchers have developed
several hypotheses to explain the physical and chemical reaction during the carbon nanotube
growth. During the growth the carbon atoms will be dissolved into the catalysts that are usually
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metal nanoparticles. And when the transition metal nanoparticles get saturated by carbon atoms,
a structure similar to fullerene will be formed on the surface of the nanoparticles [23]. This is one
of the closing ends of the carbon nanotube, if we consider the carbon nanotube as a pipe with
two closing ends. As the carbon atoms continue to dissolve into the catalyst particles a pipe
structure start to form following the closing end. There are two types of hypotheses to explain
the dynamics during growth in a CVD procedure as shown in Fig. 3.6 [24, 25]. One is tip-based
growth where the catalyst stays on top of the substrate and the nanotube grows from it like a
plant. The other is root-based growth, that during growth the catalyst particles flow in the feed
stock gas, leaving a growing carbon nanotube behind it. Evidences for both hypotheses have
been found, so the carbon nanotube growth could be achieved by both dynamic procedures.

Fig. 3.6 Tip and root based growth mechanism [56]

3.2.2 Growth factors
The CVD growth of carbon nanotube is affected by several factors during the process. In the
following parts we discuss these factors by three categories: growth material, growth condition
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and CVD equipment. In growth material, the effect of catalyst, precursor, and substrate on
carbon nanotube synthesize is discussed. And in the growth condition, the effect of chamber
temperature and flow rate on the synthesize results is introduced. Then in CVD equipment, the
influences of the flow stability and thermal stability are discussed.
3.2.2.1 Growth material
Whether it is a tip-based growth or root-based growth, during the synthesize process, the carbon
atoms needs to be provided to the catalyst particles on target substrate. And these carbon atoms
are usually carried to the catalyst particles by a combination of inert gas (Argon) and Hydrogen
in the form of a preselected carbon precursor.
3.2.2.1.1 Substrate
The substrate for carbon nanotube growth is usually silicon dioxide or silicon nitride. Actually
pure silicon surface is not ideal for synthesize carbon nanotube. One explanation could be that
the mobility of the catalyst particle on the silicon surface is very low. And this will decrease the
kinetic of the CVD reaction [26]. For the flow directional growth, depends on the location where
the nanotubes start to grow, the surface could affect the growth differently. For the long tube,
since most of the tubes grow from the edge and float far away from the surface during the growth
procedure, the condition and cleanness of the substrate does not affect the growth much. Actually
the nanotube could climb over etched steps on the substrate surface. For short tubes that grow on
the surface, the particles on the surface could interrupt the growth easily. For the surface
directional growth, the lattice on the surface controls the direction of the growth. The detail
mechanism will be discussed in the following part of this chapter. Even a nanometer size particle
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on the substrate could affect the grow result since during the synthesize process almost every
tube float near the surface, so even a nanometer could stop the growth or change the direction of
the growth.
3.2.2.1.2 Catalyst
It has been widely accepted that there is strong dependence of CNT diameter on the catalyst
particles size. In addition control the catalyst could control the location of carbon nanotube etc.
So a detailed discussion of how catalyst could influence the carbon nanotube growth is given in
this part.
According to our understanding of the mechanism of carbon nanotube CVD growth, there are
several requirements for a material to be carbon nanotube catalyst. It has to have high carbon
solubility, high carbon diffusion rate and high melting temperature. As a result, Fe, Co, Mo, Ni,
Cu, Au, etc. [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] have been fabricated into pure or alloy nanoparticles to
provide as catalysts. In fact there are two common ways to get nanoparticles for carbon nanotube
growth. First is though evaporated metal film. For example 1~3 nanometer thick of Co is usually
evaporated onto silicon wafers before growth. And in pre-baking procedure in air during the
growth, the thin metal film could self reorganize and form an in-continuous layer of Co particles
with a nanometer size diameter. And when carbon feedstock is provided, those metal particles
with diameters similar to carbon nanotubes could start growing tubes. The advantage of the
metal film method is that, this process is very robust and repeatable. Especially for carbon
nanotube array synthesize on top of quartz, because for array growth we need large quantity of
catalyst with very high particle density. However for long single carbon nanotube growth, since
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we need the nanotube to be isolated with each other, the high catalyst density from the metal film
method is not ideal method. Secondly the metal catalyst could be got from metal salts. Usually
the metal is chemically inserted into stable nanoparticle complex, which is solvable and does not
agglomerate easily in solution.
To better control the location of carbon nanotube, various ways are used to place the catalyst
particles on substrate. The most common ways are lithography, shadow mask, and directly
deposit with handy tools like airbrush or wooden stick. For metal film method both photo
lithography and shadow mask could be convenient methods to place catalyst. However since any
nanometer size metal particle contamination could result a nanotube contamination growth, so
shadow mask could be a cleaner way to control catalyst nanoparticle placements. Fig. 3.7 shows
the Co catalyst patterned by shadow mask.

Fig. 3.7 SEM image of Cobalt film catalyst lines patterned on Quartz chip
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3.2.2.1.3 Carbon Precursor
The process of carbon nanotubes CVD growth needs the carbon atoms to be provided to the
catalyst particles in a gas phase feedstock. Since a lot of small molecular weight hydrocarbon
material could be self-decomposed or decomposed with catalysts, they are all potentially good
candidate for carbon nanotube CVD feedstock. In fact, since the success of the first carbon
nanotube CVD synthesis, engineers and researchers have been trying different kinds of small
molecular weight hydrocarbon materials. Among them are: Ethanol (C2H5OH) [33], Methane
(CH4) [34], Methanol (CH3OH) [35], Ethylene (C2H4) [36], Acetylene (C2H2) [37] and
benzene (C6H6) [38]. In addition other small molecular gas with carbon element is also
considered for example carbon monoxide (CO) [39]. However to get a better and cleaner growth,
the decomposition rate of the feedstock should be carefully considered. Since too much of
decomposition could cause the poisoning of catalyst particles or could result at very dirty carbon
nanotubes. As a result, different nanotube growth temperatures are selected when the feedstock
are different. In this work, most of the carbon nanotubes are grown with C2H5OH as feedstock.
Since the decomposition temperature is about 800oC, and temperature over 900 degree C could
accelerate the feedstock decomposition rate dramatically, so usually the growth temperature is
select between 850 and 900 degree C.

3.2.2.2 Growth condition
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The CVD growth of carbon nanotube is very robust. With catalyst particle and carbon feedstock
provided, carbon nanotube could be easily synthesized. For example Nanotubes can be grown in
a very wide temperature range: from 550oC to 1000oC. However only when the growth
conditions are well studied and controlled, high quality carbon nanotubes could be synthesized.
The two most important growth conditions are temperature and flow rate.
3.2.2.2.1 Temperature
The CVD process of carbon nanotubes is endothermic reaction. In an endothermic reaction high
temperature usually provide energy to ensure the continuous of the reaction. So the temperature
highly affects the reaction kinetics. In addition, the higher temperature also accelerates the
decomposition rate of the carbon precursor. In given time, more carbon could be provided to the
catalyst particles. But if the temperature is too high, the carbon atoms could easily overwhelm
the catalyst and the reaction will be shutdown, which means the catalyst particles are poisoned.
The growth could be controlled not only by the temperature but also by the ramping rates of the
temperature. For example, Liu’s research group at Duke University has shown that fast heating
[40] of the growth tube produces long and aligned CNTs. This was attributed to the effect of
temperature on the flow conditions near the surface that cause catalyst particles to leave the
substrate and grow long tubes. The ramping rate could also harm the carbon nanotube growth.
During the synthesis of carbon nanotube arrays on quartz, the temperature ramping rate, both
increasing and decreasing must be well controlled, because the sudden temperature change could
generate defects in the quartz substrate, and break it and destroy the growth instantly.
3.2.2.2.2 Gas Flow Rates
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The gas flow rate could affect the carbon nanotube growth by three means. Firstly it flows
through the bubbler where the carbon feedstock joins the main gas flow. So a higher flow rate
will carry more carbon into the reaction chamber. This means that more carbon will be available
in the reaction chamber. If too much carbon atoms are not consumed by the reaction, then the
synthesized carbon nanotube could be covered by the more amorphous carbon. Secondly the
velocity distribution in the gas flow could affect the length of the synthesized carbon nanotube.
One explanation could be that, in the surface directional growth on a quartz substrate, the carbon
nanotube grows float near the surface. The slower the flow rate is, the longer the nanotube could
grow. But a higher flow rate could create a local turbulence. And the turbulence could interrupt
the growth. Then the length of the grown carbon nanotube will be very short. On the other side,
for the flow directional growth, the carbon nanotube needs the boundary layer created by the
velocity gradient to carry itself for longer growth. If the flow rate is very low, then the laminar
flow boundary layer is too thin. And the carbon nanotube growth could be interrupted by the
particles or geometry defect of the substrate. Then the length of the carbon nanotube will be very
short too. Thirdly, the flow rate could affect the direction of the growth. First for the surface
aligned growth, the substrate surface lattice controls the direction of the carbon nanotube growth.
If the flow rate is too high then the flow rate could affect the growth direction of the carbon
nanotube. This could disturb the surface directional growth. However, the combined growth is
not always harmful. In fact the serpentine carbon nanotube on top of quartz is achieved by
making the flow direction perpendicular to the surface lattice controlled growth direction. On the
other side for flow directional growth, when the flow rate is high enough the nanotube will grow
along the flow direction and could achieve a super long growth. This effect of flow conditions on
the tube growth was first demonstrated by Liu’s [40] research group for CO growth. According
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to experiment observation, long tubes are regularly seen to grow more from wafer edges than the
middle of the wafer. On explanation could be that the edge is where the boundary layer starts to
grow, so it is easier for tubes to reach a higher layer within this boundary when it starts from the
edge. And when the nanotubes grow further from the surface, there is a smaller chance that the
growth will be interrupted by the substrate surface condition.
3.2.2.3 CVD equipment
In an ideal scenario, the gas pressure in the CVD chamber is steady and the feedstock flow rates
are well controlled by the flow meter the temperature in the reaction chamber is constant and
stable. However, there are several factors that make the ideal condition very hard to get. First the
exhaust is usually connected with a common outlet of the facility where the equipment locates.
For example the outlet of the growth system in this work is connected with the Columbia
University gas outlet. The backpressure is influenced by the equipment and the flow condition in
the whole facility. An unsteady backpressure could create local turbulence and disturb the carbon
nanotube growth. To decrease the effect of the backpressure, usually two approaches could be
taken: a well-controlled vacuum system to maintain the chamber pressure, or a downstream
bubbler to damp the disturbance in the backpressure. Second is the disturbance from the flow
meter. To get a better growth, an industrial high standard flow rate controller is selected. Third is
the temperature in the reaction chamber. To get a better-controlled growth, an oven with long
uniform temperature length is needed. Especially the gas need to be fully heated before reach the
catalyst where the flow boundary layer is developing to eliminate the influences of thermal
instability. Also a larger chamber could better maintain the temperature stability. So in this work
an oven with working length of about 1 meter is chosen.
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3.2.3 The coupling of the growth factors
The adjustment of each growth factor could affect the growth result. However, the real growth
conditions are usually selected by considering the combining effect of different growth factors
instead of separately. For example, to achieve a high growth rate, high temperatures are first
considered. But a high temperature can initiate self-dissociation of gases, which can cause
catalyst poisoning, or amorphous carbon contamination. So usually a combination of moderately
high temperature with a relatively high precursor partial pressure is considered, because a higher
precursor partial pressure could also help increase the reaction rate. And the precursor partial
pressure can be controlled by the temperature of the bubble where the inert gas mixed with the
carbon precursor.
In another scenario, one growth factor could affect two growth results differently. For example,
in a directional carbon nanotube array growth on quartz, usually we need high growth rate that
require high feedstock flow rate, and low flow directional effect that require low feedstock flow
rate. Then both results have to be considered and a moderate value of feedstock is selected by
balancing both results. Another example, a high temperature could result at higher growth rate
but high amorphous carbon contamination at the same time. So when both high growth rate and
cleanness are required, a moderately high temperature is selected.
3.3 Directional controllable growth
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As we discussed chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a common method for the synthesis of
carbon nanotubes. Controlled directional single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) CVD synthesis
has attracted a lot of research attention, since its preordered carbon nanotube on substrate. And it
has been achieved by several techniques, of which two particular guided growth are of our
interests. One is the long carbon nanotube growth directional controlled by gas flow. The other is
directional controlled by the surface crystalline alignment on substrates for example ST cut
quartz.
3.3.1 Flow aligned carbon nanotube synthesis
Gas flow condition is one of the most important growth factor in deciding the length and
alignment of CNTs during CVD growth. The directional controlled by the feedstock gas flow has
been achieved and widely applied on all kinds of substrates with predesigned geometries. As we
discussed, when feedstock gases flow over the substrate, a boundary layer starts forming from
the edge of the substrate. The boundary layer is very thin at the beginning. And it is very easy for
the carbon nanotube to reach a higher layer with in the laminar boundary layer. And the carbon
nanotube could grow staying further away from the substrate, without the disturbance of the
substrate surface geometry. This intrinsic property of the alignment mechanism assists very long
carbon nanotube synthesis. Ultra long carbon nanotube with about 10-20 cm has been achieved
with this direction control method. Thus, the horizontally aligned ultra-long SWNT from those
growths provide possible devices to study the electronic property of carbon nanotubes etc.
The flow boundary layer develop during the carbon nanotube growth
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Assume it is an ethanol CVD growth with a muller catalyst on top of the silicon wafer covered
by silicon dioxide, and the process is done in a 1 inch diameter quartz tube. The substrate holder
is about 8 inches long and the length from the upper stream on the substrate holder to the first
substrate is about 3 inches. And the total flow rate is 300 sccm, which is reasonable since in most
of growth in this work, the feedstock gas consists of about 200 sccm of Argon and 100 sccm of
Hydrogen. So the average gas velocity is about 15 centimeter per second. And if we assume that
the flow of the feedstock gas in the quartz tube with the substrate hold could be regard as flow
through a duct.
The Reynolds number for this flow condition is:
R = rho V D / miu
Rho is the density of Argon and Hydrogen mixture at about 860 degree C
V is the average velocity of the gas mixture at about 860 degree C
D is the characteristic length of the duct
Miu is the dynamic viscosity of the gas mixture at about 860 degree C
We get a value of less than 400, which means the flow is in laminar flow region. And when the
flow reaches the substrate, the entrance length of the laminar flow in the duct at these conditions
is:
EL = 0.06 * D * Re
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We get a value of 0.6. So if we assume the substrate is thin enough and neglect the influence of
the disturbance by the substrate. And we could get that during the growth the boundary layer is
far from fully developed that means when the carbon nanotubes start to grow from the edge of
the substrate, and as the laminar flow boundary starts to increase. During the developing of the
laminar boundary layer, there is a velocity component pointing to the center of the duct for the
gas flowing through the growth chamber. And this velocity component could lift the carbon
nanotube away from the substrate. And the carbon nanotubes will be following the velocity
trajectory of the gas in the boundary layer. So the influence from the substrate surface could be
decreased. And the growth direction of the carbon nanotube could be well controlled by the flow
in the boundary. A mathematical modeling and simulation has been done by Bhupesh. And the
experimental SEM image and the simulation result agree with each other very well.
With the flow rate alignment condition, the nanotube could grow long and along a controlled
direction. However, most of the long tubes grown are a bundle of several carbon nanotubes.
This result was confirmed by the Rayleigh spectroscopy study.
Several approaches can be used to increase the yield of single carbon nanotubes. One is to
control the total number of carbon nanotube grown on the substrate by controlling the total
number of catalyst particles. In fact if less carbon nanotubes are synthesized on the substrate,
then there is more chance that the carbon nanotube could be single. Muller catalyst was chosen
to decrease the total number of catalyst since it can be controlled by dilute the solution of it. And
the addition of polymer into the final catalyst solution could prevent the Muller catalyst particles
from agglomerating with each other. As a result the catalyst particles deposited on the substrate
are controlled to be a relatively small number. So the distance of carbon nanotubes synthesized
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from these nanoparticles will be far away from each other. However, it was found that the tubes
still get bundled. First, as discussed before, during the prebake of the CVD process the polymer
mixed with the metal nanoparticles will first melt, flow freely on the substrate and then etched
away by oxygen. So Even though the polymer helps prevent the catalyst nanoparticles to
agglomerate in the solutions, it could not eliminate the coffee stain effect. Second it is very hard
to keep the substrate completely flat and clean. A disturb of the boundary layer caused by large
dust could bundle two adjacent tubes together. Third, the irregular edge also caused the
nanotubes to bundle together. The edge of the substrate is usually very rough since it is cut by
diamond scriber. And the edge is where most of the long carbon nanotubes grown from. With the
disturbance of the rough edge where the boundary start to form and is very thin, most of the
tubes started to bundle together at the edge very easily.
3.3.2 Carbon nanotube array synthesis
The directional controlled by the surface crystalline alignment has been achieved on several
kinds of substrates, such as miss cut sapphire and ST-cut quartz. The horizontally aligned SWNT
arrays from those growths provide possible application of carbon nanotubes in devices, including
transistors, light-emitting diodes, sensors, etc.

Fig. 3.9 Carbon nanotube array growth on mis-cut sapphire
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As shown
n in Fig. 3.9, Ismach (20
005) [16] firsst reported thhe method oof atomic steep template
growth of
o aligned SW
WNTs on miiscut C-planee sapphire.

Fig.
F 3.10 Caarbon nanotu
ube array groowth on Y-cuut quartz

As shown
n in Fig. 3.10, Kocabas (2005) [17] reported thee same kind oof growth onn low cost s--cut
quartz su
ubstrates. Pattil (2009) [41] reported a 4 inches w
wafer (Fig. 3.11) scale groowth by ram
mp
the tempeerature slow
wly around th
he single crystal quartz pphase transfoormation (alppha quartz too
beta quarrtz) temperatture.

Fig. 3.11 Carb
bon nanotubee array grow
wth over a 4 iinch wafer
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Xiao (2009) [42] reported the mo
ost promising theory to eexplain the aalignment m
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Fig. 3.12 Most reecent growth
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C

Liu’s gro
oup from Du
uke also claim
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catalyst, feedstock an
nd other con
nditions. (Fig
g. 3.13). [44]]
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Fig. 3.13 Most recent grow
wth results froom Liu’s grooup at Duke

Howeverr, the carbon
n nanotube deevices show
wn in journal publication (Fig. 3.14 aand Fig. 3.155)
from the above mentioned Rogerrs group [45]] and Liu’s ggroup [46] oonly presenteed a carbon
3 carbon nanotubes
n
peer micron. So it is reasonnable to beliieve that a hiigher
nanotubee density of 3~5
carbon naanotube den
nsity could bee achieved. However
H
it iis very hard to get a unifformly high tube
density reepeatedly.

Fig. 3.14
4 Most recen
nt CNT array
y device madde by Rogerrs group at U
UIUC
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Fig. 3.1
15 Most receent CNT arraay device maade by Liu’ss group at Duuke

3.3.3 Carrbon nanotub
be array app
plication
Variancee of applicatiions have been designed
d and developped since thee carbon nannotubes beenn
made. Reesearchers frrom Wang’s group [46] developed
d
a nanowire-nnanotube hybbrid FET usiing
the carbo
on nanotube arrays (fig. 3.16).
3
The FET
F consists of a single-w
walled carboon nanotubee
array on the bottom and
a a crossed
d ZnO piezo
oelectric finee wire seperaated by an innsulating layyer in
between. The carbon
n nanotube arrray si a carrrier transportt channel, annd a the ZnO
O PFW acts aas
otential creatted by an ex
xternal force in the ZnO P
PFW controols the chargee
the gate. The piezopo
transportt in the carbo
on nanotube array.
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Fig. 3.16
3 Piezopo
otential gated
d nanowire-nnanotube hybbrid FET [466]
Because of the Ramaan antenna efffect in carbon nanotubees, only the nnear-field coomponents allong
A a result, reesearchers frrom Rogers group [47] uuse aligned
the nanottube axis aree detected. As
single-waall carbon naanotubes to build
b
a near--field scanniing optical m
microscope (fig. 3.17). T
The
carbon naanotubes aree used as pollarization sen
nsitive moleecular scale pprobes to im
mage the
transversse near-field componentss of an opticaal Hertzian ddipole antennna.

Fig
g. 3.17 carbon nanotube as
a polarization-sensitivee, molecular near-field detector [47]
These aliigned carbon
n nanotube arrays
a
could also be usedd to produce radio frequeency analog
electronic devices. Researchers
R
from
f
Rogers group [48] ffabricated naanotube trannsistor radioss,
g functions, like resonan
nt antennas, fixed
f
RF am
mplifiers, RF mixers, andd audio ampllifiers
providing
(fig. 3.18
8).
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Fig. 3.18 Raadio frequency analog ellectronic devvice [48]

3.3.4 Thee mechanism
m of carbon nanotube
n
dirrectional groowth

3.3.4.1 An
A introductiion to Quartzz

Fig.
F 3.19 Qu
uartz crystal direction
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.2
20 Quartz a)) Cut directio
on b) atomicc step on surfface c) AFM
M image of thhe atomic steps

Quartz iss a very abun
ndant mineraal. It is madee up of a conntinuous fram
mework of S
SiO4 silicon––
oxygen teetrahedra, with
w each oxy
ygen atom beeing shared bbetween twoo tetrahedra,, so the overaall
formula is
i SiO2. Fig. 3.19 showss a quartz cry
ystal and thee X Y Z orieentation of thhe crystal. Fiig.
3.20 a) sh
hows how th
he directionss are set to eaach coordinaate axe whenn a cutting anngle is seleccted.
Fig. 3.20
0 b) shows th
he surface off a miss cut quartz
q
waferr. This miss ccut can lead to steps on tthe
surface. It
I is very harrd to get a cllear AFM im
mage of the sstep because distances arre very small
between the steps gen
nerated by miss
m cut. So the
t AFM im
mage of the sttep (Fig. 3.220 c) distance
was achieeved only affter long therrmal annealiing (7 hr, 90 0°C) processs, which enllarges the
distance between the steps [17]. In
I a CVD prrocess the caarbon nanotuubes will groow along thee
urrently mostt of the CVD
D synthesizes are done oon ST-cut quuartz, since thhe atomic steep is
steps. Cu
much larrger than on other kinds of
o miss cut of
o quartz.
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3.3.4.2 Phase transition of Quartz during carbon nanotube synthesis
The carbon nanotube chemical vapor deposition is under a high temperature of about 870~900
degree C. Fig. 3.21 a) shows that the quartz under this condition is no longer alpha quartz Fig.
3.21 b) which is its stable phase under atmospheric condition. However it takes days to weeks to
accomplish the transformation from beta quartz Fig. 3.21 c) to tridymite, so it is reasonable to
assume that the material stays to be beta quartz during the growth of carbon nanotubes. By
analyze the atomic layout of the alpha and beta quartz. The beta quartz has higher degree of
symmetry than the alpha quartz. However, we could confirm that the alignment direction of both
alpha and beta quartz are the same. Since the transition of the quartz happens during the growth
procedure, and in that process stress could accumulate and the quartz could be broken by its
stress. The heating process should be slow.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.21 a) Quartz phase transition b) alpha quartz c) beta quartz
3.3.4.3 Mathematical study of the mechanism of surface aligned CNT growth on quartz
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Xiao (2009) [42] reported the most promising theory to explain the alignment mechanism by
building a mathematical model. The theory begins with molecular mechanics simulations based
on empirical interatomic potentials to obtain the VDW interaction energies for SWNT sitting on
Y cut quartz. The SWCNT is treated as a continuous cylinder. The analysis shows that the
chiralities of the SWCNT have negligible effect in their interaction energies with the substrate.
The interactions between atoms from carbon nanotube and atoms from the quartz were
represented by the Lennard-Jones potential [42]

Where r is the distance between two atoms, σ and ε are constants with different value when
representing interaction between different atoms combination. For a long SWCNT sitting on top
of the quartz surface, the VDW interaction between each atom in the substrate and the entire
SWNT can be calculated by summation of V(r) over all carbon atoms, or by integration over the
SWNT surface [42]

Where ρ is the carbon atom density. And the above integration is obtained analytically. The total
van der Waals energy of the system can be calculated by the summation of φ for all the silicon,
oxygen, and hydrogen atoms in the substrate. The values of 1) SWNT orientation, 2) distance
between the SWNT axis and the substrate surface, 3) the shift along the substrate, normal to the
central axis of the SWNT which minimize this energy will be “preferred” by the SWCNT during
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synthesiss. Since the direction
d
alo
ong the atom
mic step allow
ws the SWNT
Ts to interacct most
effectively with quarrtz and hencee gives the global
g
energyy minimum. Xiao [42] also comparees the
X Y, Z and S
ST cut quartzz, and corressponding
experimeental results for SWNTs grown on X,
calculatio
ons of the deependence of interaction
n energy on oorientation aangle. The prredicted
orientatio
on angles off their theory
y are consisteent with expeeriment. Thee carbon nannotubes will
grow along the directtions that miinimize the energy,
e
whicch is the direection along the step edgge
shown in
n Fig. 3.22.

2 The alignm
ment mechan
nism of carboon nanotube on top of Quartz
Fig. 3.22

3.4 Experimental stu
udies
3.4.1 Flo
ow aligned caarbon nanotu
ube growth
3.4.1.1 Motivation
M
an
nd Aims
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The carbon nanotube grown from the flow aligned carbon nanotubes could be long and well
aligned and single if the growth conditions are well controlled. These long carbon nanotubes are
good candidates for analyzing the electronic or photonic properties of carbon nanotube,
especially for analyzing the relationship between the physical properties and the chirality of the
carbon nanotubes. However, when the growth conditions are not well studied, these carbon
nanotubes could also be bundled, very dirty, contaminated by amorphous carbon generated
during the growth process.
As shown in the previous discussion, the growth factors of carbon nanotube CVD are
complicated and coupling together. For each specific required growth result, the process needs to
be studied well to optimize the growth results according to requirements of different projects.
This project is to develop reliable recipe to produce flow alignment carbon nanotube, and
provide sufficient carbon nanotubes for other research topics.
3.4.1.2 Growth system setup
The CVD growth system usually consists of gas supply tanks, the flow rate controller, the
precursor bubbler, a quartz tube, the oven to control the reaction temperature in the quartz tube,
the backpressure controlling bubbler, and the pipe connecting each of these components. As we
discussed previously the flow and temperature stabilities are critical for long tube growth. So
industrial high standard flow rate controllers: () are selected to control the flow rate. Unlike most
of the CVD system in research institutes, an oven with about 1 meter working distance is
selected to control the temperature. In fact, Oxygen diffusion through sintered polymer tubes
such as Teflon was found to be a major source of irreproducibility in the growth results. Actually
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oxygen in
n the system
m could add defects
d
into the
t grown caarbon nanotuubes. So the double layeer
No-Ox tu
ubing instead
d of Teflon tubing
t
is useed to connectt all those coomponents. IIn addition, leak
proof quaartz tube fitttings helped in checking for any poteential leakagge at the quarrtz tube-gas inlet
joint. An
nd in order to
o eliminate th
he influencees by the hum
man operatioon in each grrowth, a labvview
program is developed
d to take a co
omplete con
ntrol of the ggrowth proceess. Fig. 3.233 shows the
schematic picture of the carbon nanotube
n
gro
owth system, Fig. 3.24 shhows the inddustrial standdard
mass flow
w controller,, the oven, and
a the contrroller panel, and Fig. 3.225 shows the labview
program..

Fig. 3.23 A schematicc picture of tthe growth system
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Fig.
F 3.24 Gass mass flow ccontroller

Fig. 3.25 Labview off the growth automatic coontrol

3.4.1.3 Growth condiitions for flo
ow aligned carbon nanotu
tube growth
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In flow alignment carbon nanotube growth, since the growth direction, nanotube length, tube
bundling are mainly controlled by the feedstock flow, developing an understanding of the
nanotube growth dynamics and its relation with local flow conditions helped in achieving
unbundled, straight and clean single wall carbon nanotubes. Also the coupling effect of
temperature and flow rate should also be taken into consideration to achieve a better growth
control. As a result, the first goal of the flow aligned growth project is to develop a reliable
growth recipe to produce clean, long and single carbon nanotubes.
The carbon feedstock Ethanol was carried into the reaction chamber by a mixture of Ar and
Hydrogen gas. The flow rate of ethanol carried into the chamber is controlled by two means, first
the flow rate of the carrier gas, second that the bubbler was immersed in an ice bath which
controls the ethanol partial pressure. It has been shown that the catalysts of evaporate metal films
usually gives bundled carbon nanotubes. In order to solve this problem Muller catalyst was
prepared and applied for carbon nanotube growth. The catalyst nanoparticle consisted of Fe and
Mo atoms. The detailed structure was discussed in [49].
To achieve a statistics study a total of about 300 carbon nanotube growths have been conducted.
Various imaging techniques, such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), are used frequently for characterizing grown nanotubes. However, these
imaging techniques have big error margins in measuring nanotube diameters and cleanliness. As
a mater of fact, the SEM itself could deposit contamination onto the growth tubes. And since a
Rayleigh spectroscopy system was developed at Columbia University, so most of the in depth
characteristics study was conducted on the Rayleigh system. In order to do so, the chip where the
carbon nanotubes were grown onto was etched with a 100um width hole. Then the carbon
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nanotubees were required to grow
w and be susp
pended over that hole, thhe Fig. 3.26 sshows the
schematics of the chiip

Fig. 3.2
26 Chip for flow
f
alignmeent CNT groowth

Since thee high efficieency and acccuracy of thee Rayleigh sppectroscopyy on giving innformation aabout
the clean
nliness and ch
hirality, it haas been used
d throughoutt the whole pproject. From
m a Rayleighh
spectrosccopy data thee amount of amorphous carbon depoosition couldd easily be quualified. Andd the
diameter and chirality
y of the grow
wn carbon nanotube
n
couuld be directlly read from
m the data of
Rayleigh
h spectroscop
py. As shown
n in the follo
owing Fig. 33.27
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Fig
g. 3.27 Effecct of amorphhous carbon

As we discussed earllier, there is also drawbaack for the M
Muller catalyst. Howeverr compare wiith
Co cataly
yst, more pro
omising resu
ults were obttained. Furthhermore, largge amount of data
accumulaated from the hundreds of
o growth co
ould give staatistically eviidence of thee preferred
growth condition for carbon nano
otubes. By carefully
c
exaamine the groowth data off CNT growtths at
different conditions; optimized fllow and tem
mperature connditions werre achieved. One of the m
most
n CNTs was their cleanlliness. Since the self-deccomposition
critical isssues with etthanol grown
temperatu
ure for Ethan
nol is relativ
vely low, thee CNTs easilly get coatedd with amorpphous carbonn if
temperatu
ure is too hig
gh. Accordin
ng to our exp
periment sett up and dataa, the best caarbon nanotuube
growth with
w least am
morphous carrbon can be achieved
a
at 8870oC.

3.4.2 Surrface aligned
d carbon nan
notube growtth
3.4.2.1 Motivation
M
an
nd Aims
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The carbon nanotube arrays grown from the surface aligned mechanism could be long, well
aligned and with extremely high density, if the growth conditions are well controlled. These long
carbon nanotubes are good candidates for electronic devices on flexible substrate, high frequency
electronic devices etc. In addition, they are great candidate for scaling up carbon nanotube device
fabrication. However, as we discussed previously, since the surface alignment mechanism could
be disturbed by a nanometer size particle on the surface or a small local turbulent in the feed
stock gas flow. It is critical to study and carefully control the synthesis condition to get high
quality carbon nanotube arrays. This project is to develop reliable recipe to produce quartz
surface alignment carbon nanotube array.
3.4.2.2 Growth system setup
The CVD growth system of the surface alignment tube is similar to the one for flow alignment
carbon nanotube growth. However, since the surface alignment carbon nanotube growth has a
higher requirement of the temperature uniformity, an oven with larger working power is selected.
And a 2 inches quartz tube is selected accordingly.
3.4.2.3 Growth conditions for flow aligned
During this study, imaging techniques such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) are used to characterize the synthesized carbon nanotube arrays.
The analyses were mainly focus on the density, length and alignment of the carbon nanotube
arrays. The following factors are studied:
1. The way to place catalyst particles
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2. The growth temperature
3. The feed stock flow rate.
The effect of each parameter change on the resultant CNT growth is observed and recorded. And
growth conditions have been modified accordingly. In this work, a total of over 500 individual
growths have been conducted.
Ethanol carried by Ar and H2 is introduced to the growth chamber as a carbon feedstock. Unlike
the flow alignment growth, the bubbler is not placed in an ice bath, since as we discussed, in this
growth we need the feedstock flow rate to be as low as possible, however to give a sufficient
supply of carbon a higher Ethanol saturation partial vapor pressure at room temperature is
needed.
The quartz wafers were directly ordered from Hoffman Material Inc. with one side polished for
growth. There is no need of further treatment of the quartz wafer. However, since a 2-inch quartz
tube is selected as the reaction chamber, the quartz wafers need to be cut into small pieces.
Commercial wafer cutting machine could contaminate the wafer because oil was used. So in this
work all growth wafers was cut by hand and diamond scriber. But unlike cutting silicon wafers,
the cutting should be done on the unpolished side to avoid adding defect into the growth surface
of the quartz chip.
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Fig. 3.28 Growth conditions study for CNT array synthesis

As shown in Fig. 3.28 a preliminary growth result was achieved by employing
1) long catalyst lines with designed width were placed onto the chip by line pattern
photolithography, evaporation and a following lift off in acetone with super sonication.
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2) A growth conditions was get from communication with professor Sookwoo

It can be seen that a very low level of directional control was achieved. And the carbon
nanotubes grew very short. On average it is about 50 um. A careful growth condition study was
conducted, and a range of growth temperature and flow rate was scanned. The growth results
were improved greatly (Fig. 3.29). The average length of the carbon nanotube was increased to
about 150 um.
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Fig. 3.29 Lithography method effect

However, as shown in Fig. 3.29, the growth results need several improvements
1) the growth density is still very low
2) there is a large amount of random direction growth of very short tubes
The first problem was usually caused by the poor cleanliness of the surface and the second by the
catalyst contamination on the surface. And both problems were caused by photolithography
process to place the catalyst, it is easy to control the width and the length of the catalyst lines.
However, since there is a liftoff process, so it is very hard to keep the chip completely metal
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contamination free. And any metal contamination could result at a contaminated growth. Also in
order to liftoff the catalyst particles cleanly, the chips were usually liftoff in sonicated acetone.
As we discussed previously, any defect on the surface could disturb the surface alignment
growth. The sonication is in fact harmful for the surface alignment. The second method to place
the Co catalyst film was designed to solve these problems without employing the
photolithography. By covering the growth chip with a shadow mask, the Co catalyst could be
placed onto the chip by direct electron beam evaporation. The shadow mask is a thin slice made
of iron with a large array of lines etched though, shown in Fig. 3.30. A homemade clamp is
designed to hold the catalyst shadow mask against the quartz chip firmly. After evaporation the
shadow mask should be removed carefully. And relative movement between the shadow mask
and quartz chip should be prevent, to decrease iron contamination. For the shadow mask method,
since no solution or sonication is involved, the metal contamination is far less. In addition, no
sonication was needed, so the alignment could be better. However since the width of the catalyst
lines should be tens of microns, so the thickness of the shadow mask could not be too thick too.
As a result, about 20 mils thick iron is selected. And to get very dense array growth, the distance
between catalyst lines could not be too large. In this work, 300 um are selected. Since these lines
were etched very densely in the thin iron slice, in order to avoid too much deformation in the
shadow mask, the etched long catalyst lines are break into several in-continuous short lines.
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Fig. 3..30 Catalyst evaporationn shadow maask

Encourag
ging results Fig.
F 3.31 weere obtained using the neew catalyst eevaporation shadow massk
with the ethanol CVD
D process.
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Fig. 3.31 Improved growth results
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Furthermore, optimized flow and temperature conditions were achieved by testing CNT growths
at different conditions. As we discussed before, a lower temperature could decrease the supply of
carbon atoms and decrease the amorphous carbon contamination. However, as shown in Fig.
3.32 the CNTs grow longer and cleaner but the density drops.

Fig. 3.32 At lower temperature the CNTs grow cleaner but the density drops

Also the thickness of the catalyst evaporated on the chip affect the result carbon nanotube
density. Fig. 3.33 shows at a thickness of 5 nm. The tube density drops dramatically.
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Fig. 3.33 Thicker catalyst layer (over 5 nm
m) the densityy of tube droops
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Fig. 3.34 Improved CNT array growth results

One major issue with ethanol grown carbon nanotube arrays was to reach a very low and stable
flow rate. The directional growth could easily be disturbed by turbulence in feedstock flow. With
a 2-inch wafer and very low flow rate, a very stable flow field could be developed in the growth
chamber. This effect could be observed by comparing the growth result with and without the
industrial standard flow meter. By optimizing each parameters carbon nanotube array growth
with good length, perfect directional control, good repeatability, uniform and high density was
achieved as shown in Fig. 3.34.
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A comparison of carbon nanotube array growth results under different condition was shown in
Table. 1. From the table we could get that
1. If the flow rate is too high, then the influences from other parameters are relatively
negligible and all the results are not ideal.
2. At the relatively low flow rate, the catalyst thickness affects the tube density, the catalyst
placement method, growth temperature affect all aspects of growth results.
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Table 1. Growth resu
ults of differrent conditio
ons (H: high,, L: low, P: pphotolithogrraphy, S: shaadow
mask, Tube
T
length unit: micron
n, B: bad, O: good, G: beest, tube dennsity unit: tubbes per micrron)
3.5 Carbo
on nanotubee array transffer
Apart fro
om studying the synthesiis process, th
he processes to transfer tthe synthesizzed carbon
nanotubee array have also been stu
udied. Unlik
ke the glow aaligned carbon nanotubee, the surfacee
aligned carbon
c
nanottube arrays are
a synthesizzed on top off quartz. Sinnce quartz waafer is insulaator
and intrin
nsically diffiicult to do ellectron beam
m lithographyy over it. So usually the carbon nanootube
arrays sy
ynthesized haave to be tran
nsferred onto other wafeer chips for ffurther appliication purpooses.

Fig.. 3.35 CNT array
a
transfeer flow chartt
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Currently, two transfer techniques (Fig. 3.35) have been invented and used wildly [50, 51]. One
use evaporated gold film to grab and lift up carbon nanotubes, the other use a spun PMMA layer
to transfer the carbon nanotube. The process details are listed following:
Process 1. After the dense carbon nanotube array being synthesized, a layer of gold of about
50-100 nm thick is evaporated over the whole chip. Then a large chip with carbon nanotubes
grown over the whole surface could be broke into desired size. A piece of water solvable tape
could then be placed on top of the gold film. After press the tape hardly, the tape could be
peeled off. The tape will lift the gold film up with it, while the gold film will grab most of the
carbon nanotubes from the quartz surface. Then the tape could be pressed onto a wellcleaned target wafer, a silicon dioxide wafer for instance. After immersed in DI water to
remove the tape, the target chip is immersed in Gold etchant for minutes to remove the gold
layer. Finally the carbon nanotubes are successfully transferred onto the target chip.
Process 2. After growth, a layer of polymer is spun onto the quartz chip. The polymer can be
selected from a wide range of commercial available lithography materials, PMMA with
different molecular weight for instance. Then a small baker of the potassium hydroxide and
DI water solution of 1 M concentration is prepared. The quartz chip is immersed in the
solution. The baker is then covered and heated to 80 degree C and kept at that temperature
for about one hour. Then the PMMA layer will be etched away from the quartz wafer
carrying the carbon nanotube arrays with it (Fig. 3.36).
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Fig. 3.36 CNT array transfer: PMMA film floating in DI water
Then the PMMA layer is washed a couple of times in DI water to remove the residual
potassium hydroxide. Then the PMMA layer floating on top of the DI water could be
transferred carefully onto other chips (Fig. 3.37).

Fig. 3.37 CNT array transfer: PMMA film on silicon chip
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Fig. 3.38 CNT array transfer: PMMA baked on target chip
Finally the target chip is rinsed in Acetone and blow dry (Fig. 3.38). And finally, a hydrogen
annealing process is applied to the target chip to remove the PMMA residual. Fig. 3.39
shows a SEM image of the carbon nanotube transferred onto a silicon dioxide chip from a
quartz chip. We can roughly tell over 90% of the carbon nanotubes was successfully
transferred.
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Fig. 3.39 SEM image of transferred carbon nanotube array

These two transfer processes both have advantages and disadvantages. For the transfer process
with gold as transfer medium, first the gold and the process of gold etching could dope the
carbon nanotubes. Actually the gate sweep data shows that the nanotube arrays become more
metallic after gold transfer process. Second usually gold etchant consists of strong acids that
could etch the carbon nanotube by either adding defect or killing it. So even though this method
is very easy to apply and manipulate since the mechanically strong water solvable tape is applied,
it is not an ideal transfer process to get clean carbon nanotube array for further device fabrication
purposes. In contrast, the polymer transfer process is much cleaner, since during the whole
process the carbon nanotubes are only directly contacted by potassium hydroxide solution and
polymer. The KOH solution can do no damage to the carbon nanotube, while the polymer, which
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is usually
y PMMA, is a common lithography
l
material andd could be reemoved easilly and
thorough
hly. Especially when very
y thin layer of
o low moleecular weightt PMMA is selected, thee
resultant transferred carbon nano
otubes could be very cleaan. Howeverr, even thouggh cleanly
transferreed carbon naanotube array
ys prefer thin layer of loow moleculaar weight as ttransfer meddium,
it could increase
i
the difficulty to the successfful rate of thhe whole proocess. Since tthe layer of
PMMA floating
f
on to
op of DI watter could be with a thinnness of only about a hunddred nm, thee
PMMA film
f
could eaasily twisted
d and entanglled together.. So mostly, a PMMA w
with relatively
low moleecular weigh
ht with enoug
gh mechaniccal strength iis selected. IIn this work,, most of thee
nanotubee arrays are transferred
t
with
w a PMMA
A of MW 4995 and conceentration A44. The carbonn
nanotubee devices maade from the tube transfeerred by PMM
MA was meeasure. With a 10 um chaannel
length, th
he carbon naanotube has an
a average resistance off 500K ohm pper tube (Figg. 3.40).

Fiig. 3.40 Carb
bon nanotube array condductivity meaasurement
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter the synthesis method for Carbon nanotubes are introduced. The CVD carbon
nanotube growth method is discussed in detail, especially for flow alignment and surface
alignment carbon nanotube synthesis. The factors that could affect growth results, including
material, growth condition were analyzed. Also the mechanism of the directional growth is
discussed. For the flow alignment growth a simple fluid dynamics analysis is conducted to
explain the alignment mechanism. For the surface alignment on miss cut quartz wafer, a
quantitative model developed by Xiao is studied. According to the findings of Xiao etc. the
angle-dependent Van Der Walls interactions describes could explain the alignment on quartz,
including for X,Y,Z and ST cuts, as well as quartz with disordered surface layers. Based on our
understanding of the growth, both flow and surface alignment growths were conducted
intensively. And great improvements of the synthesized results have been achieved. The
cleanliness of the flow alignment carbon nanotube was improved. And the density and length of
the surface alignment carbon nanotubes were increased. However, there is still instability in the
growth system. The flow alignment carbon nanotube growth is affected by room humidity,
which is hard to study in depth. And for the surface alignment carbon nanotube, a way to
increase the production rate could be very helpful for more industrial application and research
supply.
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CHAPTER 4

HIGHLY ROBUST FABRICATION PROCESS
FOR
MOLECULAR NANOTUBE JUNCTION DEVICES
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4.1 Introduction
The potential applications of the molecular devices in electronics, biology and microfluidics
raise great interests of measuring the electronic transport properties of single molecule, when
connected between electrodes. Various lithographic methods have been developed to fabricate a
molecule device, for example, mechanical controllable break junctions [1], electro-migrated gap
[2] and lithography technique to create gap in nanotubes [3]. However, measurements are still
done by using AFM [4] and STM [5] sometimes, to avoid the trouble during the fabrication
process. In fact, among those available techniques, gold electrode fabricated by electromigration is the most common way. However using this method, first, it is hard to control the
nano-gap size; second, all the atoms on the surface could be bonding sites; finally, there is no
method to control the type of metal molecule bonding. As an alternative approach, the
exceptional electrical properties of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) make them an
excellent choice for source and drain electrodes in single-molecule devices. In addition to their
electrical properties, SWNTs are composed of pure carbon, making them more conducive to the
formation of stable chemical bonds with organic molecules, which is a problem with traditional
gold electrodes [6]. Furthermore, their small size reduces the phase space for bonding, make the
molecular connection process easier [3]. Such a SWNT-molecule device requires the formation
of a nano-scale gap into which a single molecule can be inserted, which has proven to be quite
challenging. Early SWNT-molecule device fabrication processes, which relied upon direct-write
electron beam lithography, suffered from extremely low yield and poor repeatability. The
process was also quite time-consuming.
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In this paper, we proposed a new fabrication process for single molecule device. We have
employed several recently developed techniques. The first technique was developed to
synthesize parallel nanotube arrays [7]. The surface lattice of certain cut quartz chips was found
to be able to guide the growth direction of the carbon nanotubes. By pattern a large amount of
catalyst particles onto the quartz chip, very dense nanotube arrays can be synthesized on a
predefined position. This very densely grown nanotube arrays are used in our process to scale up
the fabrication process. The second technique was developed recently to pattern metallic
electrodes separated by a nano-scale gap into which a single molecule may be inserted [8, 9].
The fabrication technique is self-aligned, requiring no extraordinary lithographic capabilities. It
is capable of producing sub-10 nm gaps with very high yield. Control of the inter-electrode
separation is determined by the oxidation of a thin sacrificial layer of Aluminum. However, in
our work, we use this technique not to produce electrodes, but to make a pair of mask with nanogaps in between to create nano-gaps in carbon nanotubes. By involving these techniques the new
developed process can fabricate nano-gap in nanotube arrays with better controlled size. And the
process of making molecule devices is scaled up.

4.2 Experiments
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Fig. 4.1 A schematic picture of nanotube device fabrication process, (a) nanotube growth and
transfer, (b) leads, (c) burn extra tubes, (d) cut nanotubes, (e) reconnect nanotubes.

Fig. 4.1 shows the schematic process of the fabrication process. First, nanotubes are grown on
ST-cut quartz chips. The synthesis of carbon nanotube arrays on quartz has been widely studied.
And Xiao etc. proposed the most promising theoretical explanation of the mechanism of the
surface alignment [10]. To best assist the surface alignment guided growth, the quartz chip
should be prepared with high cleanliness surface while keeping the highly organized surface
atom alignment. Meanwhile, a recipe of very high temperature and extremely low feed stock
supply rate is developed and employed during the synthesis procedure. Parallel cobalt lines with
about 1nm thickness are patterned onto the S-cut quartz chips and used as growth catalyst.
Ethanol is used as carbon feedstock, and the growth is done at the temperature of about 870 °C,
because the ethanol self decompose at this temperature is much better controlled, consequently
the nanotube growth is cleaner. After carbon nanotube arrays are grown on the quartz chip, they
are transferred on to a silicon wafer. Two different techniques are compared. First one is using
gold and water soluble tape [11]. After evaporate about 100nm gold onto the carbon nanotubes,
the gold layer is peeled off by using a water soluble tape. Then tubes can be transfer onto target
chip. And the chip is treated in a sequence of DI water, commercial gold etchant and piranha.
The tape is strong so it is easy to manipulate. However, because the metal, strong acid and tapes
are involved, so the nanotubes are usually heavily doped or killed. And the tube contact
resistance is usually high. The second transfer technique is PMMA transfer [12]. A layer of
PMMA with about 300nm ~ 500nm thickness is spin coated onto the growth chips. A thinner
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PMMA could produce a cleaner carbon nanotube, while a thicker PMMA could result in more
contaminated carbon nanotube array. Then the growth chip is baked at 180 °C for about 1 hour
and dipped into the KOH solution with 1M concentration. After about 1 hour in the KOH
solution, the PMMA layer can be peeled off and transferred onto the target chips. The PMMA
layer is very thin and easy to break, however this method protect the nanotubes very well and
give good contact between tubes and leads, also the transfer material which is PMMA can also
be the writing material for electrodes, so this process saves time and lower the cost. After the
tubes are transferred onto the target region of a silicon wafer, leads are put onto the nanotubes by
e-beam lithography. Then, a mask is created with photo resist to cover a region on the target area
and the tubes on the rest of the chip is burned by oxygen plasma, by changing the width of the
resist mask, the number of the tubes remaining between leads can be roughly controlled. After all,
a self-aligned fabrication technique is employed to cut the CNT arrays. And molecules can be
positioned to reconnect the tube finally.

Fig. 4.2 A schematic picture of self-aligned nano-gap creation process, (a) pattern of the silicon
dioxide layer and aluminum, (b) lateral oxidation of the aluminum layer, (c) evaporated second
layer of silicon dioxide, (d) strip the aluminum layer and cut the tube with oxygen plasma
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The steps for the self-aligned fabrication of the mask with nanogap, shown schematically in Fig.
4.2, involves several lithographic steps. The first step is the patterning of a layer of silicon
dioxide and aluminum by a double-layer PMMA electron beam lithography. The sample is first
spin coated with a layer of PMMA with a smaller molecular weight and then a second layer of
PMMA with larger molecular weight. A rectangular pattern is created in the double layer PMMA
by E-beam lithography. After lithography steps, a silicon dioxide or metal film is deposited by
electron beam evaporation, followed by a layer of Aluminum, which is deposited in situ directly
after the silicon dioxide. After removal from the electron beam evaporator, the sample undergoes
liftoff in acetone at room temperature. The first silicon dioxide pattern covered by the Al film is
shown schematically in Fig. 4.2a. Aluminum oxidizes easily in air and is known to form a robust
native oxide layer with thickness of a few nm (Fig. 4.2b). Then the chips are put into the electron
beam evaporator for the evaporation of a second layer of silicon dioxide layer (Fig. 4.2c). At this
point in the process, the Al is removed by immersion in a commercial aluminum etchant solution.
Then, a narrow gap is formed between the two layer of silicon dioxide (Fig. 4.2d), and the
nanotubes exposed in the gap could be cut by oxygen plasma. During this fabrication process,
low evaporation speed and thin resist layer is critical to avoid the edge of the evaporated material
from blurred. Too blurred edge will create a huge gap.
Since carbon nanotube arrays are going to be cut with this technique, it is critical to keep the tube
away from contamination. First, metal was chosen as the layer under aluminum, because of its
relatively small grain size compared with the one for SiO2. Two processes were first developed
by using PMGI (MicroChem product) as a sacrifice layer under the metal mask. By using PMGI,
the upper layer could be liftoff easily with solvent, instead of strong acids, which could add
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defects in carbon nanotubes. A double layer PMMA E-beam lithography is used in the first
process and A single layer PMMA lithography in the second, as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Fig. 4.3 Lithography processes designed based on sacrifice layer PMGI.
However, due to the sensitivity of PMGI to electron beam exposure, the sacrifice layer was
developed no matter how small the beam current went. As a result, SiO2 is the selected as the
layer under Aluminum layer without a sacrifice polymer layer.
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Fig. 4.5 Nanotube devices SEM images, (a), (b) nanotube arrays grown on S-cut Quartz chip ((b)
upper right corner: SEM after transfer), (c) nanotubes between leads

By modifying the growth condition, including using shadow mask to place the catalyst onto
chips and lower the input feedstock flow rate, a long and very dense carbon nanotube (1 tube per
100 nanometer) growth could be achieved fig. 4.5a and fig. 4.5b. Fig. 4.5c shows the nanotubes
remain between leads after burning the extra tubes.
According to previous study, the following steps for the self-aligned fabrication of the mask with
nanogap were designed. The sample is first spin coated with a layer of co-polymer MMA-MAA
and then a second layer of PMMA 950 A1, with a total thickness up to 150 nm. Exposure is done
in an FEI Sirion scanning electron microscope equipped with a pattern generator and control
system from J.C. Nabity, Inc. The first silicon dioxide and aluminum layer consists of arrays of
rectangles with dimensions of about 100 um * 7 um. These rectangular of materials cover half
the leads and half the nanotubes which are not covered by the leads. Following exposure and
PMMA development in a mixture of MIBK to IPA (1:3), a silicon dioxide film with thickness of
about 20 nm is deposited by electron beam evaporation, followed by a layer of Aluminum. The
Al film thickness is around 10 nm. After removal from the electron beam evaporator, the sample
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undergoes liftoff in acetone at room temperature as previously described. The second layer of
silicon dioxide is chosen to be about 20 nm. As a result, a narrow gap is created as designed.

Fig. 4.6 SEM and TEM images of nanogap, (a) SEM image of a 6 nm gap, (b) TEM image of a 5
nm gap

Figure 4.6 shows the gap size image of the SEM image. Because the Aluminum etchant could
attack the silicon dioxide layer, so the liftoff of the AL layer is only done partially to expose the
gap. From the SEM we could roughly tell that the gap size is about 6nm. Then we did all the
lithography steps on a silicon nitride membrane with a thickness of 30nm from SPI supplies. The
TEM image shows a thin lighter trench positioned between two large dark regions. The color of
the trench is lighter because in the gap there is only the 30 nm thick membrane left. And the two
dark regions are the mask with silicon dioxide layer on top of the membrane.
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Fig. 4.7 A real nanotube devices covered by cutting mask with a nanogap

After test the self aligned nanogap creation technique on plain wafers, the fabrication is done on
devices with nanotubes. Fig. 4.7 shows a sub 10 nm gap is successfully created onto a single
nanotube device.

Fig. 4.8 Backgate sweep of nanotube devices before and after cutting, (a) gate sweep of a single
metallic CNT, (b) gate sweep of 7 CNT array devices
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Fig. 4.8a shows the gate sweep of a single nanotube device. Under the gate voltage switched
between -0.5 and +0.5 V, electrical probing of this carbon nanotube shows metallic behavior
before cut and was completely shut down after cut. As shown by the red lines in Fig. 4.8b. Under
the gate voltage switched between -15 and +10 V, electrical probing of seven devices with
multiple carbon nanotubes between leads before the cut shows semiconducting behavior or a
combination of metallic and semiconducting behavior. However, after the cut, there is no
significant current between leads any more.

4.4 Conclusion
We have demonstrated a new method for fabricating nanogaps in carbon nanotube arrays for
fabricating single molecule devices. By combining several recently developed techniques,
including the nanotube array growth, nanotube transfer techniques and the completely selfaligned, relying upon the oxidation of a thin layer of Al to determine the size of the nanogap, this
fabrication process could make hundreds of molecule devices at the same time. This work solves
one of the most critical problems and potentially accelerates the research on single molecule
electronics.
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CHAPTER 5

NOVEL TECHNIQUE FOR GAP FORMATION
IN
MOLECULAR NANOTUBE JUNCTION DEVICE
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5.1 Introduction
As introduced in Chapter 1, developing single molecule devices for conductance measurement of
molecules has attracted increasing interests due to various applications such as a bio-sensor, etc.
Different types of lithographic processes including mechanical controllable break junctions [1],
electro-migrated gap [2] and direct etching nanometer size gap in carbon nanotubes [3,4] have
been developed to overcome the technical challenges in fabricating a single molecule device..
Gold has been utilized for electrode of molecular junction due to high conductance. However, it
is reported that gold electrode is not ideal in this case, because it is hard to control the size of
nanometer gap and all the atoms on the surface could be bonding sites. Especially, there is no
method to control the type of metal-molecule bonding. On the other hand, the unique physical
and chemical properties of single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) have shown a better
alternative approach. In addition to its own great electrical properties, the carbon atoms in
SWCNT provide highly conducive and stable chemical bonding with organic molecules.
Furthermore, connecting molecules to ends of SWCNT is much easier because small size of
SWCNT reduces the phase space for bonding [3]. To fabricate such a SWCNT-molecule device,
a nano-scale gap is required between ends of SWCNTs, where a single molecule can be inserted.
SWCNT-molecule devices have been fabricated by employing direct-write electron beam
lithography [3]. However, this method has extremely low yield and poor repeatability. Therefore,
new technique to produce nanometer size gap in SWCNT is required for large-scale single
molecule junction devices.
In this paper, we propose a new fabrication process for large-scale single molecule junction
devices of SWCNTs. By employing synthesis method of aligned carbon nanotube arrays [5] and
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new technique of nanometer size gap formation, fabrication of single molecule junction devices
was scaled up. It is known that growth of carbon nanotube can be guided and well aligned on the
top of annealed quartz substrate [9]. In this experiment, catalyst layer of cobalt (1.5nm thick) was
deposit by electron beam evaporator onto the quartz chip. This thin layer was transformed to
metal particles with a diameter similar to carbon nanotube. By annealing a quartz chip at 890°C
in flow of ethanol, carbon nanotube array was synthesized. The dense and aligned carbon
nanotube arrays grown through this process was used for fabrication of nanometer size gap in
carbon nanotubes. It has been known that thin film of aluminum is bent due to built-in stress. [6]
Using this bending of aluminum thin layer, production of sub-10 nm gaps was achieved with
very high yield. Size of gap between carbon nanotubes can be controlled by changing the
thicknesses of a double-layer of PMMA and the evaporated aluminum layer. Therefore, the new
developed process can fabricate nano-gap in nanotube arrays with better control of gap size and
facilitates scale-up of self-aligned nanometer gap formation, requiring no extraordinary
lithographic capabilities.
5.1.1 Process and challenge of previous technique
The self-aligned technique to create nanometer gap was developed by Tang and collaborators [7,
8] to fabricate electrodes for single molecular devices, where metal was evaporated instead of
silicon dioxide. Later on, Shan etc. modified this technique and successfully fabricated
nanometer gap in carbon nanotube with a similar approach.[5] In the later work, the silicon
dioxide layer with a small gap was evaporated and used as an etching mask. By using plasma
etch; the gap was generated in carbon nanotubes.
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5.1.2 The use of the bending of the aluminum layer
Above mentioned techniques requires several critical steps, which are difficult to be well
controlled. One of them is evaporation of the silicon dioxide and aluminum sacrifice layer. As
we discussed, the gap is created by the lateral extension of the aluminum layer. In order to better
control the gap size created, the cross-section of the evaporated silicon dioxide and aluminum
layer must have vertical wall for clear etching of carbon nanotube after the aluminum layer was
oxidized. E-beam evaporation is one of the most ideal methods to deposit a uniform and
continuous film onto substrate. However, the evaporation usually generates a built-in normal
stress in the deposited material. The built-in stress could be either compression or tension.
Because of the normal stress, the surface of material evaporated onto a soft or flexible substrate
is generally non-flat and non-uniform. A direct evidence of this phenomenon could be observed
during a fabrication process using PMMA as lift-off sacrifice layer. During evaporation of metal,
the stress is built in the evaporated thin layer and the evaporated material on top of the PMMA
layer is bent shown in Fig. 5.1
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Figure 5.2 a) and b) shows the SEM picture of the cross-section in the opened window in doublelayer PMMA layer after evaporation of Aluminum and Chromium respectively. The declined
wall with a slope forms as shown in Fig. 5.2a. In addition, it can be clearly seen that a
deformation of undercut structure is formed regardless of the direction of the normal stress (Fig.
5.2). The double-layer PMMA (top layer PMMA 950 A1, bottom layer MMA-MAA co-polymer)
forms an undercut structure after development, which makes bending of thin aluminum layer
easier. In the meantime, the area of evaporated material on substrate is increased marked by
yellow line. It can be estimated that bending of the evaporated material occurs during
evaporation process from the wall shape of the evaporated thin layer in Fig. 2. It was shown in a
schematic picture (Fig. 5.3) that wall of the deposited thin metal layer on PMMA is not vertical
and thickness of the e-beam evaporated material becomes thinner toward the edge. A small gap
of a few nanometers is formed between two sides of bent layer (left) and bottom layer (right) as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5.3 A schematic picture of the evaporated edge
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Since bending of deposited thin metal layer on double-layer PMMA pattern is a result of intrinsic
property of e-beam evaporation and built-in stress in thin metal layer, we can fabricate long and
uniform nanometer size gap with high reproducibility and uniformity created along the line
pattern written by e-beam as shown in Fig. 5.4. With careful control of process, bending of the
evaporated aluminum thin layer can be controlled until the edge reaches the surface of the
substrate. Nanometer size gap of two aluminum thin layers formed on top of carbon nanotube
arrays can be used as an etching mask to produce the same gap in carbon nanotubes. By applying
plasma etch afterward; nanometer size gap in carbon nanotube was created.

Fig. 5.4 Long and uniform gap created by bending process of aluminum thin layer on PMMA
during e-beam evaporation.

5.2 Control of gap size
5.2.1 Mathematical analysis
In order to better control the gap size created by this technique. A comprehensive mathematical
model was built and analyzed. First, several assumptions were made:
a. The bending is assumed to take place after finishing the evaporation, so the slope of the wall
of the evaporated material is neglected.
b. During bending the length of the aluminum above the undercut (L) does not change.
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c. The bending stops when the outer point of the upper aluminum layer reaches the Si wafer
surface.
The different thermal physical properties of the PMMA and Aluminum materials generated an
interfacial stress. The interfacial stress can be mathematically described as an equivalent
concentrated moment applied at the free end of the double layer undercut by using the Stoney’s
model. The concentrated moment and the resulted bending of the PMMA/Aluminum layer can
be calculated by the following mathematical equations:

x

is the is the spatial coordinate along the undercut length,

υ(x)

the vertical displacement,

E

the Young’s modulus,

I

the moment of inertia

M

the equivalent applied moment.

The solution of the above equation is a parabolic profile

2

Since the Young’s modulus and moment of inertia can be described by:

and
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w

the width of the PMMA-Aluminum layer

t

the thickness of the PMMA-Aluminum layer

σ

the differential surface stress between the Aluminum and PMMA layers

Therefore, the displacement curve can be described as:

3

The accuracy of the Young’s modulus for the aluminum and PMMA layers equation can be
improved by the following equation by considering the thickness and the Young modulus of the
both layers

2

2

2

3

Since the thickness of the Aluminum layer is negligible comparing with the thickness of the
PMMA layer. The resulting surface stress created by the temperature drop after the E-Beam
evaporation can be approximated as
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1
Δ

1

where
is the thermal expansion coefficient
T

is the external variation of temperature.

Finally, by neglecting the temperature dependence of the Young modulus of the materials, we
obtain a linear dependence with the temperature and the vertical displacement:

3

1
1

where t is the total thickness.

Fig. 5.5 A schematic picture of the size of the gap

Δ
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A 2-D FEM model was developed in COMSOL and the result is presented in Fig. 5.6. A stress
was generated at the interface of the double layer material when the temperature was dropped
from an initial temperature (~ 700K). The nanometer size gap is self-generated when double
layer cantilever structure bend toward the substrate.

Fig. 5.6 FEM simulation of the gap generation process (Unit: nm)

According to this model the gaps size is decided by a combination of the thickness of double
layer PMMA and the length of the undercut and the temperature drop after E-Beam evaporation.
A series of combination of the changing variables are input to the model and the resulting data
was shown as a contour in Fig. 5.7. The goal of the gap size is below 10 nano-meter. As a result,
if the thickness of the double layer PMMA is above 100nm then a relatively long undercut is
required. However, due to the limited thickness of the upper PMMA layer, a large undercut
could cause a collapse of the upper PMMA layer. So the thickness of the double layer PMMA is
suggested to be less than 100 nm by this calculation result.
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Fig. 5.7 Contour
C
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t gap size as a function
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PMMA 950K

Underccut

C
Co-Polymerr

Gap size

thickness

Size

thickness

20
2

70

50

10.0

20
2

96

60

88.7

20
2

48

40

88.4

20
2

63

45

77.8
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20

88

55

6.3

20

108

60

5.8

20

56

40

5.7

20

42

35

5.4

25

63

45

10.1

25

48

40

9.3

25

96

60

8.8

25

56

40

7.9

25

42

35

7.2

25

49

35

6.7

25

88

55

6.6

25

108

60

5.8

25

100

55

3.0

Table 5.1 PMMA thicknesses and undercut sizes geometry combination for nanometer size gap
creation
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Fig. 5.8 an angled SEM image of a ~6.3 nm size gap (a ~6.3 nm size gap was generated by: 35
nm thick Co-polymer, 20 nm 950K PMMA and about 100 nm size undercut)

5.2.2 Experiments and results
According to the calculation of our mathematical model, the substrate was spin-coated with copolymer (MMA-MAA, EL6, 40nm) as bottom layer and then PMMA (950K, A1, 20nm) as top
layer, which form a total thickness of 60 nm. Since the material of double layer PMMA is set,
the undercut is only influenced by the E-beam writing dosage. Consequently, effect of e-beam
dosage on the gap size is also studied. Double-layer PMMA was used as a resists layers of
electron beam lithography. Exposure of e-beam was conducted with an FEI Sirion scanning
electron microscope equipped with a pattern generator and control system (J.C. Nabity, Inc.).
The exposed pattern consists of rectangle arrays with dimensions of 100μmx7μm. After
development of PMMA in a mixture of MIBK and IPA (1:3), aluminum film with thickness of
10 nm is deposited by electron beam evaporation. By carefully control the thickness of PMMA
layer and the dosage of the e-beam writing different size of gap could be created. When dosages
are 350, 300, 250, and 200μC/cm2, the widths of produced gaps are 10nm, 6nm, 4nm, and 3nm,
respectively. Figure 5.9 shows the nanometer size gaps with different sizes created by this
process.

A

B
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C

D

Fig. 5.9 Nanometer size gaps produced with different e-beam dosage and bending process of
aluminum thin layer on double-layer PMMA. (A:~10nm, B:~6nm, C: ~4nm, D:~3nm)

5.3 The application of aluminum layer as a cutting mask to create gap
The aluminum thin layers with separation of a few nanometers were used to create a nanometer
size gap in carbon nanotube. Carbon nanotubes were grown on ST-cut quartz chips. The
synthesis of carbon nanotube arrays on quartz has been widely studied. The following cleaning
steps of quartz chips assist the surface alignment guided growth of carbon nanotubes. The diced
quartz chips were cleaned by sonication in acetone and IPA, followed by drying with nitrogen
blow. To produce dense and aligned carbon nanotube arrays, high temperature and extremely
low feed stock supply rate were employed Parallel cobalt lines with 1.5nm thickness, which is
used as catalyst of carbon nanotube growth, were patterned onto the S-cut quartz chips by using
a shadow mask. Ethanol was used as carbon feedstock and growth temperature was 890°C. After
carbon nanotube arrays were grown on the quartz chip, they were transferred onto a silicon wafer
with SiO2 of 300nm thickness as previously reported [9]. After the carbon tubes were transferred
onto target region of silicon wafer, electrode leads were formed on the carbon nanotube arrays by
e-beam lithography Fig. 5.10.
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Fig. 5.10 Optical image of the gold leads of the carbon nanotube array device
The dense carbon nanotube arrays in that device were shown in Fig. 5.11.

Fig. 5.11 SEM image of the carbon nanotube array device

Then, fabrication process of nanometer size gap as mentioned above was employed to cut the
carbon nanotubes. Figure 5.12 shows nanometer gap of 18 nm was successfully created in carbon
nanotube devices.
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Fig. 5.12 AFM image of several gap created in the carbon nanotube
Figure 5.13 shows the back gate sweep of five carbon nanotube devices consisting of multiple
carbon nanotubes, where silicon is used as a back gate. In the gate voltage region between -10
and +10 V, electrical probing of these carbon nanotubes shows a combination of metallic and
semiconducting behaviors before cutting and complete shut-down after cutting. As shown by the
dark lines in Fig. 5.13(b), device 1 is located more near the catalyst region. According to SEM
image of device 1, there are more carbon nanotubes between the leads, so there should be higher
current flow compared with other devices. Because of different densities of carbon nanotubes
between two leads in these devices, measured currents in each device show different values even
at same source-drain bias. As shown in Fig. 5.13(a), the current of device 1 is about 10 times
larger than that of device 5 at the same source-drain bias
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a

b

Fig. 5.13 Back gate sweep of nanotube devices before and after cutting, (a) gate sweep of 5 CNT
array devices, (b) the carbon nanotube device, and the catalyst region is marked by a black
rectangular.

5.4 Conclusion
We demonstrate a new fabrication method to create nanometer size gap in carbon nanotube
arrays. By combining several recently developed techniques such as carbon nanotube array
growth, nanotube transfer technique, completely self-aligned nanometer size gap was formed in
carbon nanotube array. The size of this gap can be controlled by built-in stress and bending of
aluminum thin layer on double-layer PMMA. These carbon nanotube arrays with small gap
could be used as large-scale single molecule device arrays. Through this fabrication process, we
could make hundreds of single molecular junction devices at the same time. We believe that this
work can solve one of the most critical problems in fabrication of large-scale devices and
potentially accelerate the research in single molecule electronics
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CHAPTER 6

SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATION
OF
IDENTICAL SINGLE WALL CARBON NANOTUBE
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6.1 Introduction
Single wall carbon nanotube has been a great interest of researchers and engineers for more
about two decades. It has great electrical and mechanical properties. However due to the intrinsic
difficulty associated with the fabrication and manipulation of carbon nanotube, the real world
application of carbon nanotube has been very limited. Application based on randomly spun
SWCNT films was easier to fabricate and the application has been wildly studied [1, 2]. Recently
Maune et al. achieved the placement of single carbon nanotube by using DNA origami to create
a cross junction [3]. This could potentially be solution to manipulate single carbon nanotube. In
fact with this method, we could modify the carbon nanotube chemically in solution and place it
with DNA origami into a predesigned electrical circuit. To successfully using this method we
need very large quantity of single carbon nanotube in solution. However, the commercially
available carbon nanotube are all mostly bundles due to the synthesize process [4]. And even if
the carbon nanotube bundles could be break into single tubes, the bulk of carbon nanotubes are
delivered with a variety of length which is not controllable.
In this paper, we proposed a new fabrication process to produce large quantity of single wall
carbon nanotube as a material. We have employed the nanotube array synthesize techniques [5]
on quartz to increase the yield. On quartz, the surface lattice was perfectly aligned; this lattice
could be improved by a high temperature annealing. And it was found that carbon nanotubes
could be guided perfectly on top of the quartz [6]. A layer of about 1nm of catalyst material was
deposit by electron beam evaporator onto the quartz chip. From which the carbon nanotube could
be synthesized. The second technique we employ to fabricate those single wall carbon nanotube
material is nanoimprint. In 1996 the nanoimprint was first proved to be a reliable nanofabrication
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process [7]. And since then, large group of researcher and engineers has been trying to improve
this fabrication technique. Now it has been wildly proved that nanoimprint could repeatedly
create nanometer features by a very simple mechanical press process in imprint resist [8, 9]. By
involving these techniques the new developed process can fabricate very large quantity of carbon
nanotubes with identical length very fast.
6.2 Experiments

Fig. 6.1 A schematic picture of nanotube fabrication process, (1) nanotube growth, (2)
nanoimprint, (3) burn and cut nanotubes, (4) remove the imprint resist.
Fig. 6.1 shows the schematic process of the fabrication process. First, nanotubes are grown on
ST-cut quartz chips. The synthesis of carbon nanotube arrays on quartz has been widely studied.
To best assist the surface alignment guided growth, the quartz chip should be prepared with high
cleanliness surface while keeping the highly organized surface atom alignment. Meanwhile, a
recipe of very high temperature and extremely low feed stock supply rate is developed and
employed during the synthesis procedure. Parallel cobalt lines with about 1nm thickness are
patterned onto the S-cut quartz chips and used as growth catalyst. Ethanol is used as carbon
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feedstock, and the growth is done at the temperature of about 890 °C. This temperature is chosen
because of two reason, first the ethanol self-decompose faster at higher temperature, this will
make the nanotubes covered with more amorphous carbon, Second higher temperature will result
a higher density of tube synthesized. After carbon nanotube arrays are grown on the quartz chip,
a layer of PMMA with a molecular weight of 35K was spun onto the chip with a spin speed of
3000 RPM for 45seconds. This will create a roughly 100 nm PMMA layer resist on top of the
grown carbon nanotubes. The PMMA with the molecular weight of 35 K is chosen, because of
two reasons, first the lower molecular weight PMMA has lower viscosity and is easier to be
imprint, second the residual of low molecular weight PMMA can be cleaned off easier. But a
PMMA with too low molecular weight could be not sufficient to protect the covered carbon
nanotubes. Different than the traditional nanoimprint process the chips with PMMA spun on are
directly put into the imprint chamber (Nanonax NX-B200) with a mold etched with about 200
nm height feature. Then the imprint process is stared. The nanoimprint process consists of four
parts. Firstly for about 10 seconds; the target chip was preimprint at a low pressure level (20 Psi).
And then the target chip was heated to a temperature of 160 C. the temperature was chosen to be
160 since the PMMA will be in viscous status at a temperature above 120 [10], and if the
temperature is too high then the PMMA will bind with the carbon nanotube and very difficult to
clean off. After this, a high pressure is applied, for 5 minutes. At last, the chip and the mold were
cooled to room temperature and the high pressure was released. This nanoimprint process will
mirror the feature of the mask into the imprint resist. And accordingly, a etching mask was
created. Then the chip is put into plasma etching chamber. After about 10 seconds of oxygen
plasma etching, the scam layer and the carbon nanotube between the covered areas was etched
away. To remove the PMMA the chip is processed with a cleaning process. After a hot acetone
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immerse, the chip will be annealed at a temperature of 450 C in a flow of hydrogen and Argon
gas mixture for 1 hour. At last, a chip of clean carbon nanotube with identical length was
fabricated. Fig. 6.2 shows a carbon nanotube array fabricated by this process with a testing
imprint mask (imprint feature area of about 4*10^4 um square).

Fig. 6.2 A cut carbon nanotube array

6.3 Wet imprint technique for quartz
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a

b
Fig. 6.3 Optical image of the nanoimprint of the quartz with the light sink
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a

b
Fig. 6.4 Optical image of the nanoimprint of the quartz without the light sink.

In the Nanonex NX-B200 nanoimprint machine, the target chip was shined by a lamp to heat the
imprint resist. Since the imprint target chip is quartz, which is very transparent to light. So during
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the process only the mold will be heated to target temperature while the target chip and the
imprint resist on top of it is still at relatively low temperature. As a result, the imprint is very
uneven. To avoid this, a large silicon chips was placed beneath the target chip as a light sink.
Since the energy could be absorbed by the light sink silicon chip, and the resist on top of the
target chip could be heated by the heat transfer between the light sink and the target chip. The
imprint results for quartz with and without the light sink are compared in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4.
Without the light sink, we can see there is only limited area with imprinted feature. We can
conclude that the light sink greatly improved the nanoimprint on quartz.

Fig. 6.5 Optical image of the nanoimprint of the quartz with 1minute of prebake
Unlike traditional nanoimprint process, the imprint resist on top of the target chip in this work
was not processed with a prebake before putting into the nanoimprint chamber. The prebake
process before nanoimprint is critical since there is solvent in PMMA or commercial
nanoimprint resist solutions. These resist help spin the resist onto the chip evenly. After spin,
there is still solvent residual in the resist layer. If not removed, during nanoimprint these solvent
could evaporate and create bubbles like those commonly seen when air is trapped in features
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during imprint [11]. The resulted nanoimprint feature could be in-continuous. So generally, the
prebake step could help improving the nanoimprint results. However in our application since we
are imprinting over a very large area (inches by inches) with very high density of extremely
small features (for example lines with width less than 1 um), so the high imprinting pressure
(500 Psi) could be insufficient to press the mold into the resist if the imprint resist does not have
enough liquidity. By not prebaking the target chip, a small amount of solvent will be left in the
imprint resist. And this solvent could provide a higher liquidity to the resist. Fig. 6.5 shows the
nanoimprint results on quartz sample with 1 minute prebake after spin coating the imprint resist.
Actually only partial of the area was covered by imprint feature.

a
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b
Fig. 6.6 Optical image of the nanoimprint of the quartz with 10 seconds of prebake
Fig. 6.6 shows the nanoimprint results on quartz sample with 10 seconds prebake after spin
coating the imprint resist. Actually, great improvement was achieved. The imprint features are
very uniform. The features was successfully imprinted onto the target chip, with the additional
liquidity provided by solvent residual.
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b
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c
Fig. 6.7 Optical image of the nanoimprint of the quartz without prebake
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Fig. 6.8 AFM image of the nanoimprint of the quartz without prebake.

Fig. 6.7 shows the nanoimprint results on quartz sample without prebake after spin coating the
imprint resist. Fig. 6.8 shows the AFM image of the nanoimprint results. We can see without
prebake, for 35K PMMA the feature could be uniformly imprinted onto the whole chip. In
addition we found that, the nanoimprint without prebake could result in bubbles in imprinted
feature. But the imprinted features serve as an etching mask. As a result, even there are bubbles
in the feature and the lines are not completely continuous, the worst situation will be that more
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nanotubes were etched away. This is much better than when the features are not imprinted and
the nanotubes could have different lengths.
6.4 Oxygen plasma etching

Fig. 6.9 AFM images of the carbon nanotube after cleaning process with up to 1minutes etching.
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Fig. 10 AFM images of the carbon nanotube after cleaning process with 30 seconds plasma
etching

Fig. 11 The AFM image of the carbon nanotube after cleaning process with 10 seconds plasma
etching
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Plasma etching is another critical step, which leads to unsuccessful results if not well controlled.
Even though during the plasma etching step, there is a mask of about 150-200 nanometer thick of
resist covering on top of the carbon nanotubes, 10 seconds of oxygen plasma (Fig. 6.11) is used
in this work to etch away the carbon nanotubes between the mask instead of a longer etching
time (Fig. 6.9, fig. 6.10). That is because according to our experimental results a longer etching
time will make dirtier nanotubes. And when the etching time is sufficient long, the carbon will
agglomerate onto the chip and not be able to be removed. Two possible explanations were
proposed here. One is that, the quartz is a very good heat insulator, and during the oxygen
plasma, the “extra” plasma could heat the local surface of quartz to a relatively high temperature.
And the PMMA could be decomposed at this high temperature. And the resulted residual could
bond with the carbon nanotube and quartz surface very firmly. So a very precise plasma etching
time could help us create cleaner carbon nanotubes. We conclude with about 10~20nm thickness
of scum layer, 10 seconds of etching time is much cleaner than the one with longer etching time.
6.5 Results and discussion
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Fig. 6.12 AFM images of cut carbon nanotube arrays
Figure 6.12 shows the AFM image of the successfully cut carbon nanotubes. From the AFM
image we could tell that this imprint method could produce carbon nanotube arrays with very
uniform length over a very large area. Fig. 5 shows the length of the carbon nanotubes produced
with 1 um line width and 1 um pitch
6.6 Conclusion and future work
We have demonstrated a new method for fabricating carbon nanotube arrays with identical
length on top of quartz. By combining several recently developed techniques, including the
nanotube array growth, nanoimprint technique. And by modifying the traditional nanoimprint
process, this fabrication process could make millions of carbon nanotube sections with indentical
length easily. A continuous research needs to be conducted to prepare these single wall carbon
nanotubes with shorter length. When 20~50 nanometer of carbon nanotube array could be
prepared then the hydrophobic property of carbon nanotube could be modified by add
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hydrophilic group at both ends of the SWCNT sections. Then the carbon nanotubes could be
easily dissolved into solution for further application purpose. This work solved one of the most
critical problems and will accelerate the research on single wall carbon nanotube.
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